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Preface

Intended Audience
Read this guide if you are responsible for performing tasks such as:

■ installing Oracle8 for VM

■ configuring Oracle8 for VM

■  migrating or upgrading your Oracle7 server on VM to Oracle8

■ installing and configuring additional Oracle products for VM

This guide provides information only for Oracle products and their interactions 
with VM.  A thorough understanding of the fundamentals of VM is necessary 
before attempting to use this software.

Product Name
The complete name for this product is Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for VM.  To 
maintain readability and conciseness in this document, the Oracle8 Enterprise 
Edition for VM is frequently referred to as Oracle8 for VM.

In all cases, the referenced product remains Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for VM.
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The Oracle Documentation Set
There are two parts to the documentation set: VM-specific documentation and 
product-specific documentation.  Your site automatically receives both for the 
Oracle products that you have purchased.  In general, use the product-specific 
documentation to learn how to use a product, and use the VM-specific 
documentation to learn about special requirements or restrictions for using that 
product under VM.

Product-Specific Documentation 

Product-specific documentation describes how to use Oracle products.  The 
information in these product-specific books is constant for all operating systems 
under which the products run.  Refer to the environment-specific documentation (in 
this case, VM-specific) for information that does not apply to every environment. 

VM-Specific Documentation 

The VM-specific documentation set is used to install, maintain, and use Oracle8 
for VM, and consists of: 

■ Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM

■ Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM 

In addition to the Oracle8 for VM books listed above, maintenance tape release 
bulletins are created for each maintenance tape.  The bulletins contain installation 
information for the tapes and updates to the Oracle8 for VM guides.  Your Oracle7 
Messages Guide for VM and Oracle7 User’s Guide for VM still contain valid 
information.  A readme file will include any new VM-specific error messages.  You 
can also refer to Oracle8 Error Messages.
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Conventions
Examples of input to the system and output from the system are shown in a special 
font:

RUNDBA WARM iname

All output is shown in this book as it actually appears on your console or monitor.  
For your system input, the following conventions apply: 
 

Commands, reserved words, and keywords appear in uppercase in both examples 
and text.  A fileid can appear with both uppercase and lowercase text.  When 
portions of a fileid appear in italics, the use of italic characters indicates that those 
portions can vary.  Reserved words and keywords must always be entered as is, 
because they have reserved meanings within Oracle.

Convention Meaning

UPPERCASE Uppercase, such as RUNDBA WARM, indicates that a word 
or phrase must be entered exactly as spelled.

italic font indicates that a word or phrase of your choice must be 
substituted for the term in italic font, such as the actual member 
name.  For example: member

<> Angle brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are required and that at 
least one of the arguments must be entered.  Do not enter the 
brackets themselves.

[]  Square brackets indicate that the enclosed arguments are optional.  Do not enter 
the brackets themselves.

{}  Braces indicate that one of the enclosed arguments is required.  Do not 
enter the braces themselves.

|  Vertical lines are used to separate choices.

…  Ellipses indicate that the preceding item can be repeated.  You can enter 
an arbitrary number of similar items.

Other punctuation (for example, commas and quotes) must be entered as shown 
unless otherwise specified.
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Program Prompts
The SQL*Plus prompt, SQL>, appears in SQL statement and SQL*Plus command 
examples.  Enter your response at the prompt.  Do not enter the text of the prompt, 
SQL>, in your response.

The SVRMGR prompt, SVRMGR>, appears in SQL statements and SVRMGR 
command examples.  Enter your response at the prompt.  Do not enter the text of 
the prompt, SVRMGR>, in your response.

Storage Measurements 
Storage measurements use the following abbreviations:

■ K, for kilobyte, which equals 1,024 bytes

■ M, for megabyte, which equals 1,048,576 bytes 

■ G, for gigabyte, which equals 1,073,741,824 bytes

Switches
Switches are listed with a brief description and any VM-specific information.  Refer 
to the product-specific documentation for syntax and a thorough description of its 
purpose before using a command line option switch.
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Release Info
1

Release Information

This chapter describes the changes made and problems corrected in this Oracle8 
for VM release.  It also provides a list of the Oracle8 for VM product set, as 
contained on the distribution tape.  It then describes the problems and restrictions 
that known to exist in this release of Oracle8 for VM.  Workarounds are provided 
when possible.

The included topics are in the following order:

Product Set on page 1-2

Changes and Enhancements on page 1-3

Known Problems on page 1-4

Known Restrictions on page 1-4

Unsupported Features and Functions on page 1-5
rmation 1-1



Product Set
Product Set

Production

The following table lists the versions of the major components and utilities that are 
included on this tape.

Oracle8 for VM Documentation

The VM-specific publications listed in this table are currently available for Oracle8 
products running in the VM environment.

Product Version

Oracle Server 8.0.6.0.1

PL/SQL 8.0.6.0.0

Pro*C 8.0.6.0.0

Pro*COBOL 8.0.6.0.0

Pro*FORTRAN 1.8.28.0.0

Pro*PL/I 1.8.26.0.0

Pro*REXX 1.8.3

Server Manager 3.0.6.0.0

SQL*Loader 8.0.6.0.1

SQL*Plus 8.0.6.0.0

Title Version

Oracle8 Enterprise Edition Installation Guide for VM 8.0.6

Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM 8.0.6
1-2     Oracle8 Enterprise Edition for VM 



Changes and Enhancements
Changes and Enhancements
The generic changes and enhancements for the Oracle8 Server, Release 8.0.6, can be 
found in the Oracle8 Server documentation.  In addition, the following items in this 
section describe the changes specific to the Oracle8 for VM release.

Net8 Standard Feature

Net8 is included as part of the standard Oracle8 for VM product.  You do not have 
the option to exclude Net8 during Oracle8 for VM installation. 

The Net8 communication protocols provided on VM are IUCV and TCP/IP.

National Language Support

During installation, all messages appear in American English.  Languages that may 
be selected during installation (for later use with client or server messages) are 
listed in Appendix A, "National Language Support".  After installation, Oracle8 
for VM programs will use the language and character set setting to format and 
display messages.  Some messages, describing VM or CMS failures, remain in 
American English.

Default Character Set

The default character set for a database is WE8EBCDIC1047.  This default is used 
when CHARACTER SET is not specified on the CREATE DATABASE command 
during a cold start.

Runtime Environment Enhancements

No separate runtime environment is needed for Oracle8 executables.  All Oracle8 
programs, utilities, and commands operate independently of any C language 
runtime environment or library.  Oracle8 for VM uses CMS and CP services directly 
or calls assembly language routines to interface with the operating system and 
accomplish low-level functions.

Language Environment for VM (LE) is supported for user-written applications that 
are written in C and are called by Oracle8 for VM, if they are compiled with a 
compiler supported by LE. 

LE is supported for applications that are written in COBOL if they are compiled 
with the COBOL for VM compiler.  PL/I is supported for applications that are 
written in PL/I if they are compiled with the PL/I for VM compiler.
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Known Problems
Architecture Changes

In Oracle8, the Common shared segment is much larger than in Oracle7.  This 
collection of routines (needed by almost all Oracle8 executables) is now 6M in size.

C code sharing is again present in this release.  Almost all of the executables for 
Oracle8 for VM are members of a CMS LOADLIB.  Oracle8 commands exist as CMS 
EXEC files.  The EXEC files are front ends that launch the Oracle8 executables by 
using the program ORA8RUN.  ORA8RUN replaces the program ORA7RUN that 
was used in prior releases.  Organizing the executables as members of LOADLIBs 
and using ORA8RUN provides the following advantages:

■ ORA8RUN always tries to run an executable from a shared segment before 
loading the executable into the user’s virtual machine.

■ All executables that reside in LOADLIBs are candidates for shared segments.  
This assignment of executables to shared segments is done at installation time.

■ Because all large executables are LOADLIB members, virtual machines can run 
with the default LDRTBLS setting.

Known Problems
This section describes the problems that are known to exist in this release of Oracle8 
for VM.  Workarounds are provided when possible.

A current list of problems is available online.  If you have any questions or concerns 
about accessing this online information or about the listed problems, contact Oracle 
Support Services. 

Known Restrictions
The following restrictions are known to exist for the products included on this tape.

Oracle8 Server

VM Specific Product Messages Displayed in American English  With the 
current implementation of NLS, VM-specific product messages are displayed in 
American English.
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Unsupported Features and Functions
I/O Stream Redirection

Oracle8 commands do not support I/O redirection.  The use of < and > operands on 
commands to specify an alternate source or destination for terminal (console) line 
I/O is not supported.  To specify I/O redirection, use the CMS PIPE command and 
include the Oracle8 command (EXEC) that you want redirected as a stage in the 
pipe.

SQL*Plus

Substitution Variables Limited to 130 Characters  A maximum of 130  characters 
can be used in a substitution variable.

Unsupported Features and Functions
The following functions and features are unsupported under Oracle8 for VM.

Server

■ Audit Trails (Operating System)

Oracle8 for VM does not support operating system (OS) audit trails.  When 
database auditing is enabled, all audit records are directed to the database audit 
trail table, which is supported under VM.

■ Multi-thread Server

Oracle8 for VM does not support the multi-thread server option.

■ Parallel Server

Oracle8 for VM does not support the Parallel Server option.

Operating System Roles

Oracle8 for VM does not support the following operating system roles that are 
described in the Oracle8 Server product-specific documentation:

■ OSOPER

■ OSDBA
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Introduction

This chapter is an introduction to Oracle8 for VM and describes the basic 
components and processes of an Oracle instance.

The included topics are:

The Oracle8 for VM Server on page 2-2

Oracle8 for VM Distribution on page 2-2

Product Options on page 2-3

Oracle8 for VM Tools on page 2-5

Net8 on page 2-5

Oracle8 for VM Architecture on page 2-6

Sharing Components of an Oracle Instance on page 2-14

Installing Multiple Oracle Systems on page 2-15

Running Multiple Instances from the Same DBA Userid on page 2-15
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The Oracle8 for VM Server
The Oracle8 for VM Server
The Oracle8 for VM server is designed for information management on the VM 
operating system.  It comprises a set of closely integrated components and tools that 
work together to provide you with an efficient and effective solution to managing 
your data.

The core of Oracle8 for VM is the Oracle database engine.  The database engine runs 
Oracle.  The Oracle8 for VM database engine is similar to the Oracle database 
engine in any other environment.  You can easily move applications developed on 
Oracle8 for VM to other Oracle systems running under different operating systems.

The Oracle database engine processes requests from connected users and provides 
the necessary supervisory functions such as buffer management, resource locking, 
and database recovery.

Oracle8 for VM Distribution
A Release 8.0.6 base tape is included in your Oracle8 for VM package.  This tape can 
be used to install a new instance and also to migrate an existing instance from 
Version 7 to Version 8.

Check the label to make sure that you have the proper tape for your installation.  If 
you are installing a new instance, refer to Chapter 4, "Installation".  If you are 
upgrading from an earlier Oracle8 for VM release, refer to Chapter 5, "Migration".
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Product Options
Product Options

Oracle8 for VM

The Oracle8 for VM base product provides all the functionality and performance 
required for a broad range of online transaction processing.  It includes features 
such as row level locking, shared SQL, declarative database integrity, and 
role-based security.

Stored procedures and functions consist of a set of SQL and PL/SQL statements 
that are stored in compiled form in the database.  With PL/SQL capability, a 
procedure or function can be defined and compiled once, and then executed by 
many different users and applications.  This capability to use PL/SQL, Oracle’s 
procedural language extension to SQL, within the Oracle server includes:

■ stored procedures and functions

■ procedure packages

■ database triggers

■ lock manager package

■ database alerts

You automatically receive PL/SQL capability with your license.

Distributed Option

The distributed option supports all data manipulation (DML) operations, including 
queries, insertions, updates, and deletions of remote table data.  The distributed 
option includes these features:

■ distributed updates

■ two-phase commit

■ remote procedure calls

■ table replication (snapshots)
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Product Options
Parallel Query Option

The parallel query option allows multiple processes to work together 
simultaneously to process a single SQL statement, that is, to perform parallel query 
processing.  By dividing the work needed to process a statement among multiple 
server processes, the Oracle server can process the statement more quickly.

The parallel query option can dramatically improve performance for data-intensive 
operations associated with decision support applications or very large database 
environments.  This is because query processing can be effectively split up among 
many CPUs on a single system.

The Oracle8 Server can use parallel query processing for any of the following 
statements:

■ SELECT statements

■ subqueries in UPDATE and DELETE statements

■ subqueries in INSERT and CREATE TABLE statements

For more information on the parallel query option, refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise 
Edition System Administration Guide for VM.

Replication Option

The replication option allows you to duplicate data on other nodes of a distributed 
database in two ways:

■ the duplicated data is viewed but cannot be updated

■ the duplicated data is viewed or updated

Read-only snapshots are used to replicate data only for viewing purposes.  The 
Oracle symmetric replication facility is used when the replicated data is viewed or 
updated.

The main advantage of this option is faster and more reliable access because the 
duplicated data is on the same node as the user.  Refer to Oracle8 Distributed 
Database Systems: "Replicated Data" for more information.
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Net8
Oracle8 for VM Tools
The following tools are provided:

Net8
Net8 provides network support for Oracle8 for VM users.  Remote users can use 
Net8 to access local and remote Oracle systems running on a variety of operating 
systems.

Net8 for VM is bundled on the Oracle8 for VM distribution tape. 

The Net8 protocols supported by Oracle8 for VM are IUCV and TCP/IP.

Export creates a CMS file containing data and definitions from the 
Oracle database.  The data is in an internal Oracle format.  
Export is most frequently used to migrate data from one 
system to another with its companion utility, Import.  Several 
types of Exports are available to the user depending upon 
authority level within the Oracle database.

Import reads a CMS file created by the Export utility and builds 
tables and related data in the target Oracle database.

Server Manager allows database administrators to more easily manage and 
monitor a database.

SQL*Loader facilitates the transfer of data from external files into tables in 
an Oracle database.

SQL*Plus provides command-oriented data definition, data 
manipulation, and general reporting capabilities for the 
Oracle database.

Migrate converts a version 7 database to version 8 format. 
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Oracle8 for VM Architecture
Oracle8 for VM Architecture
The Oracle architecture is frequently referred to as a client/server architecture.  In 
the VM environment, this means that the Oracle system is composed of the Oracle 
database engine and one or more user minidisks which connect to the database 
engine.  Connections can occur either locally from users on the same host system or 
remotely from other system environments.

In addition to facilities provided by the standard Oracle tools, connections can also 
be established by user-developed programs written in Assembler, C, PL/I, 
FORTRAN, and COBOL.  These programs, with the exception of Assembler 
programs, can use imbedded SQL, the Oracle Call Interface, or both.  Assembler 
programs can only use the Oracle Call Interface.

Remote connections, that is connections from a computer system other than the 
local system, can also be established through the Net8.

Memory Structures

Oracle creates and uses memory structures to complete several jobs.  For example, 
memory is used to store program code being executed and data that is shared 
among users.  Several basic memory structures are associated with Oracle: the 
system global area (SGA) and the program global areas (PGA).  Refer to Oracle8 
Concepts for more information about memory structures.

System Global Area (SGA)

All Oracle virtual machines using a database system share the SGA, a common area 
of read/write storage, unique to the system, that provides communication between 
the processes.

The SGA contains critical information shared by all Oracle users, including enqueue 
lists, shared SQL areas (cursors), rollback segments, virtual machine names, table 
and column definitions, protection control blocks for Oracle resources, and a 
minidisk buffer pool for caching database pages.  The structures contained in the 
SGA are defined by parameters in the ORAINIT file.

Under Oracle8 for VM, the SGA information is defined and maintained in the SGA 
shared segment.  Because the SGA shared segment is a read/write segment of 
memory, access must be restricted to processes that are part of the database engine.
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Oracle8 for VM Architecture
Dedicated Server
User programs and Oracle utilities do not directly access the SGA or database file 
minidisks because each of these might contain information the user is not 
authorized to access.  Instead, every user (client) virtual machine that 
communicates with Oracle is assigned a dedicated server machine that is 
authorized to access the SGA and Database file minidisks.  Requests for data, and 
the data itself, flow between the user and dedicated server machines via the VM 
Inter-User Communication Vehicle (IUCV).

The following information summarizes the advantages of a dedicated server:

Oracle Shared Code and Utility Segments
All Oracle users in a database system share a common copy of the Oracle database 
engine because Oracle database engine object code is reentrant.  In a shared code 
system, a single copy of database engine code is placed in the KNL and KPL shared 
segment and is used by all Oracle background processes.  All Oracle processes, both 
client and server, share a common copy of selected code that resides in the COM 
shared segment.  Similarly, Oracle users can share a common copy of selected 
Oracle utility programs if these utility programs have been installed in the UTL1-n 
shared segment(s).  Although these utility programs can be executed in their 
unshared versions, Oracle Corporation strongly recommends executing these 
programs from the UTL shared segment to maximize performance and minimize 
resource usage.

Oracle8 for VM does not restrict the number of independent instances using the 
same read-only shared segments.  The number of instances sharing segments is 
limited only by the number of database systems that the hardware platform can 
support.

Database access Users access the database indirectly, through server machines 
that are allocated and controlled by the Network Master 
machine.

System Global 
Area protection

The SGA is protected by the DEFSEG RSTD parameter and 
the NAMESAVE entry in the VM directory.

Network 
transparency

With the dedicated server architecture, end-users can be 
located on the same VM system as the database or on a 
remote VM system or any other platform supported by Oracle 
products.
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Oracle8 for VM Architecture
An Oracle Instance
Every time a database is started, an SGA is allocated and Oracle background 
processes are started.  The combination of these processes and memory buffers is 
called an Oracle instance.  Multiple Oracle instances can be active on a processor 
simultaneously.  Each must have a unique name.

Each Oracle8 for VM instance consists of the following components:

Information about how to define these components for VM is included in Chapter 3, 
"System Requirements" and Chapter 4, "Installation".  All components are required 
unless otherwise indicated.

DBA Userid

The DBA userid is the central userid from which an Oracle database system is 
controlled.  This userid must be a valid VM userid.  The DBA userid in samples that 
are provided on the distribution tape is named GOLD.  In this document, the DBA 
userid that is used in examples is TST1.

DBA userid a virtual machine that is assigned to own and control the 
programs and files that are needed for the instance.

DBA userid 
disk/directory

the set of minidisks or SFS directories that contains the 
programs and supporting files for the instance.

Oracle file 
minidisks

the set of minidisks that will hold the oracle database for this 
instance.

shared segments memory that is set up to hold programs and data shared by 
processes that are part of the instance.
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Oracle8 for VM Architecture
DBA Userid Minidisks

The DBA userid has the following CMS minidisks that contain the CMS and Oracle 
files needed to install and run Oracle.  Refer also to Table 3–1, "Disk Requirements" 
on page 3-5, which includes minidisk default addresses and sizes.

Oracle File Minidisks

The Oracle file minidisks are CMS minidisks that are the logical equivalent of 
Oracle files.  (They cannot be defined as SFS directories.)

DBA 
disk/directory

is a CMS disk/directory containing all the programs and code 
needed to install and operate an Oracle database system.  This 
disk/directory is accessed by the background virtual 
machines and the DBA.

User 
disk/directory

is a disk/directory containing all the files that Oracle users 
need to access.  This disk/directory is accessed by all Oracle 
users.

IVP 
disk/directory

is a CMS disk/directory containing the programs needed to 
run the Installation Verification Process (IVP).  This 
disk/directory is linked by the DBA.  The IVP disk/directory 
is optional, but recommended.

Site-specific 
disk/directory

is an optional disk/directory a site can create and use to keep 
special SQL scripts, EXECs, and tailored files.  Refer to the 
section, "Creating a Site-Specific Minidisk" on page 6-4 in 
Chapter 6, "Customizing the Installation" for more 
information and examples.

Control file 
minidisks

contain the information Oracle needs to identify the redo log 
and database file minidisks.

Database file 
minidisks

contain the Oracle database data.

Redo Log file 
minidisks

contain the information Oracle needs to roll forward data to 
reconstruct changes made to a database.
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Shared Segments

Each Oracle instance can have the following shared segments which contain data 
and control information for that instance.

KNL and KPL The Oracle kernel shared segment, a segment of reentrant 
code used for the Oracle database engine.  This shared 
segment is linked by all servers and all background machines 
except the Network Master machine.  The KNL and KPL 
shared segments can support multiple instances.

COM The Common shared segment, a common area that contains 
the Oracle internal C runtime support routines, 
operating-system-dependent routines, CORE and NLS 
routines, IUCV support, and all the Net8 code.  Background 
machines and servers link to it.  Almost all Oracle programs 
link to it.

SGA The System Global Area shared segment, a common area of 
read/write virtual storage unique to each instance.  This 
shared segment is linked by background machines and 
servers.

UTL1-n The Oracle utility shared segment(s), a segment of reentrant 
code used to run Oracle tools.  This shared segment is linked 
by all users (clients).  The UTL shared segment can support 
multiple instances.  You can define multiple UTL (UTL1-n) 
shared segments, which contain all products, and you can 
specify certain products to be placed in a particular UTL 
segment.  The UTL1-n is optional, but recommended.
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Oracle Processes
A process is a mechanism in an operating system that can execute a series of steps.  
In Oracle8 for VM, the terms process and virtual machine are used interchangeably.

Oracle processes are called by other processes to perform certain functions.  There 
are several kinds of Oracle processes; each is discussed in detail in Oracle8 Concepts.

Background Virtual Machines

The background virtual machines access database systems to perform asynchronous 
database tasks.  All Oracle installations use the NMST, DBW0, LGWR, PMON, 
SMON, RECO, CKPT, and Snnn background machines.  The ARCH, LGLOPR, 
Pnnn, PROP, and SNAPSHOT background machines might also be needed, 
depending on the option being utilized.

ARCH The Archiver (ARCH) background machine copies the online 
Redo Log files to tape when the Redo Log files are full.  This 
background machine is required to enable archiving.  The 
ARCH background virtual machine is optional.

CKPT The Checkpoint (CKPT) background machine separates the 
work of performing a checkpoint from other work normally 
performed by the LGWR process. 

DBW0 The Database Writer (DBW0) background machine writes 
blocks from the SGA to the database when more room is 
needed in the SGA.

LGWR The Logfile Writer (LGWR) background machine writes redo 
log file entries to disk.

NMST The Network Master (NMST) background machine controls 
the dedicated server machines.  Server machines are used by 
Oracle clients to communicate with the database files.  Also 
the NMST machine operates as a TCP/IP listener.

PMON The Process Monitor (PMON) background machine cleans up 
after a user process terminates abnormally.

Pnnn The Parallel Query background machine supports parallel 
queries and is needed if you employ the parallel query option.
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Parameter Files
Each instance has parameter files that contain instance information and parameter 
definitions.  These parameter files use the instance name as the filename and the 
name of the file as the filetype.

For example, the GOLD instance would have the GOLD ORADBA, GOLD 
ORAINIT, and GOLD ORAMAST parameter files.

In this document, these parameter files are generally referred to by their filetype (for 
example, the ORADBA file).

ORADBA File

ORADBA is the DBA parameter file, which is stored on the DBA minidisk and 
contains information used by the DBA userid, server machines, and background 
machines.  No other user should access this file. 

PROP and 
LGLOPR

The Programmable Operator and Logical Operator 
background machines defined for installations using the 
Programmable Operator facility.  The Programmable Operator 
and Logical Operator background machines are required for 
those sites using the Programmable Operator facility.  These 
machines are VM-specific.

RECO The Recovery background machine is a process used with the 
distributed option that automatically resolves failures 
involving distributed transactions.  The RECO background 
virtual machine is required because the distributed option is 
included in Oracle8 for VM.

Snnn (Servers) Servers are background machines that execute the Oracle 
code.

SMON The System Monitor (SMON) background machine performs 
instance recovery.

SNP0-9 The SNP0-9 background machines periodically refresh 
snapshots created in the database.  The SNP0-9 background 
machines are optional.
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ORAINIT File

ORAINIT is the database parameter file, which contains a set of parameters that are 
read when an instance is started or stopped.  The ORAINIT file is referred to as the 
"initialization parameters" in the product-based documentation.

ORAMAST File

ORAMAST is the Network Master machine parameter file, which contains Network 
Master machine (ORAMAST) commands that are used to control servers and the 
Network Master machine. 

Minidisk Access
The access required by the DBA userid and background machines to Oracle 
database system minidisks is described in the following table.  The DBA requires 
RW access to all minidisks during installation.  In general, you do not need the 
information in the table, except when your site has a security system (such as 
VMSecure or RACF) that might interfere with this access.

The table uses the following values:

blank No link is required.

RO A read-only link is required.

RW A read-write link is required.

MW A multi-write link is required.
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Sharing Components of an Oracle Instance
Different Oracle instances can share some components and these shared systems 
can be up at the same time.

Sharable Components

The following components can be shared between database systems:

■ DBA minidisk

■ user minidisk

■ COM, KNL, and KPL shared segment

■ UTL1-n shared segment(s)

■ utility programs

Table 2-1  Minidisk Access Requirements

Userid
User
minidisk

DBA
minidisk

IVP
minidisk

Control
file
minidisk

Redo Log
minidisk

Database
file
minidisk

Oracle
DBA

RW RW RW RO RO RO

CKPT RO RO RW RW

DBW0 RO RO RW RW RW

LGWR RO RO MW RW RW

NMST RO RO

PMON RO RO RW RW

Pnnn RO RO RO

RECO RO RO RW RW

SMON RO RO RW RW

ARCH RO RO RW

Servers RO RO RW MW MW

PROP RO

SNP09 RO RO
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Unique Components

The following components cannot be shared between database systems.  Each 
database system must have its own unique set of the following components:

■ background virtual machines

■ SGA (the SGA shared segment)

■ Control file minidisk(s)

■ Database file minidisk(s)

■ Redo Log file minidisk(s)

■ parameter files (ORADBA, ORAINIT, ORAMAST)

Installing Multiple Oracle Systems
You can have multiple instances which run exactly the same Oracle code.  Multiple 
Oracle systems can be created as totally separate environments or they can share the 
COM, KNL, KPL, and UTL1-n shared segment(s).  In all cases, multiple systems 
must be maintained so that the operation of one database system has no negative 
effect on the operation of another database system.

Running Multiple Instances from the Same DBA Userid
The architecture of Oracle8 for VM permits the installation of multiple instances 
from a single DBA userid.  While this technique is supported, Oracle Corporation 
strongly recommends against installing multiple instances from the same userid.

Advantages

The principle advantage of installing multiple instances from the same userid is that 
it eliminates the need for multiple DBA userids to support multiple Oracle 
instances.  Thus, there might be a reduction of disk space required for the DBA’s 
User, DBA, and IVP minidisks.
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Disadvantages

Oracle Corporation suggests that the following disadvantages to installing multiple 
databases from the same userid offset any potential advantage at most locations.

■ Using the DBA userid for maintenance of one Oracle system might interfere 
with the operation of a second Oracle database controlled by the same userid.  
In a dedicated server system, execution of full screen programs by the DBA 
userid causes secondary console messages to queue on the userid.  If console 
messages overflow the buffer-space allowed, server machines enter a LOGIN 
IN PROGRESS state.  The result is a gradual reduction of server availability and 
the appearance of an unavailable database to end-users.  Use of the optional 
Programmable Operator facility can avoid this problem.  Refer to the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for more information 
about PROP.

■ Database control operations are serialized.  To warmstart or shutdown several 
Oracle systems, you must serialize the process.  Additional operational 
complications arise if you AUTOLOG the DBA userid through the Operator to 
start and stop the database system.

■ Use of a single DBA userid might lead to confusion on the part of users or 
operations staff.  The possibility exists for unintentional operations to a 
database.

■ Disk space saving does not exist if multiple versions of Oracle need to be 
supported.  The ability to share the User and DBA minidisks depends upon 
execution at the same release level.  If multiple release levels exist on the userid, 
then additional minidisks need to be defined for the DBA userid.  Linking these 
minidisks to background virtual machines, server machines, and users becomes 
more complicated.

■ Routing Oracle background and server machine console messages to the DBA 
userid increases proportionally with the number of databases supported.  This 
makes the use of these console spools more cumbersome should they be 
required for diagnostic purposes.  Note that you can avoid this problem by 
using the optional Programmable Operator Facility (PROP).  Refer to the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for more 
information.

■ Because Server Manager uses the default instance name stored by the ORASET 
command, the DBA must verify that ORASET has been issued for the correct 
database before using Server Manager.  Note that the RUNDBA command 
issues the ORASET command internally, based on the instance name specified.
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System Requirements

This chapter describes the requirements for installing and running Oracle8 for VM.

The following topics are included:

Hardware Requirements on page 3-2

Software Requirements on page 3-3

Userid Requirements on page 3-4

The Distribution Kit on page 3-8
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Hardware Requirements

CPU

Oracle8 for VM requires any processor able to run the required VM/ESA operating 
systems listed in the section "Software Requirements" on page 3-3.

DASD Devices

Oracle8 for VM can use any DASD device supported by VM/ESA.

Disk Space

If  you are not using SFS, Oracle8 for VM requires 365 3390 cylinders 
(65,700 4K blocks) to accommodate the recommended minimum minidisk sizes.  If 
you use SFS for all files that are candidates for SFS, then 70 3390 cylinders are 
required for minidisk and 54,000 blocks are required for SFS.

The allocation of this minidisk space, divided across different CMS minidisks, is 
discussed in "Userid Requirements" on page 3-4.

Tape Drives

Oracle8 for VM requires either a 3480 or 3490 cartridge tape device.

Terminals

Oracle8 for VM can use any terminal device supported by VM/ESA.
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Software Requirements

Operating System

To run Oracle8 for VM Release 8.0.6, use one of the following VM/ESA releases:

■ VM/ESA Version 2 Release 2

■ VM/ESA Version 2 Release 3

■ VM/ESA Version 2 Release 4

Oracle8 for VM requires the use of ESA mode for all Oracle8 for VM virtual 
machines. 

IBM Software

To utilize the TCP/IP protocol in Net8, you must have the following software 
installed on your VM/ESA system: 5735-FAL TCP/IP for VM/ESA 

Machine Size

The minimum virtual machine size recommended for users of Oracle is 6M.  Certain 
products might require additional virtual storage. 

Compilers

If high-level languages (such as C, COBOL, FORTRAN, or PL/I) are used to 
interface with Oracle products, then the language’s compiler and runtime library 
are required.  The following compilers are supported:

IBM Maintenance

Oracle Corporation recommends running Oracle8 for VM at the most current 
operating system service level.

5688-197 IBM COBOL for MVS and VM 

5648-A25 IBM COBOL for OS/390 and VM 

5688-806 VS FORTRAN 

5654-033 IBM C for VM/ESA 

5688-235 IBM PL/I for MVS and VM 
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Userid Requirements

General Requirements for All Oracle Userids

These requirements apply to all userids that are accessing the Oracle database, 
including the DBA, end-users, and background virtual machines:

■  Class G authority

■ General CMS functionality

■  Access to VM Inter-User Communications Vehicle (IUCV)

Messages sent by the CP SMSG commands act as interrupts to the 
background machines and indicate when a resource is available.  Oracle 
guarantees that an infinite WAIT does not occur by issuing watchdog 
STIMER macro instructions.  Even if your PROFILE turns SMSG OFF, 
Oracle internally sets SMSG ON.  The VM Inter-User Communications 
Vehicle (IUCV) facility allows Oracle to detect abnormal terminations in 
background or user machines.

To provide IUCV access for a userid, add the IUCV ALLOW statement to 
the CP User Directory entry for the userid.

DBA Userid Requirements

Default Memory Size  A minimum default of 32M of virtual machine memory is 
required.

Memory Size  Oracle Corporation recommends that the DBA userid directory have 
the maximum allowable virtual machine memory.  The maximum virtual storage 
must be larger than the highest shared segment address.

Privileges  The DBA userid requires the following privileges:

Certain releases of VM allow you to remap commands into different classes.  If your 
site changed the mapping of commands, you must ensure the commands in the 
previous list are available to the DBA userid.

A FORCE, AUTOLOG

E DEFSEG, SAVESYS, QUERY NSS, PURGE NSS

G general CP commands
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Use caution when issuing the SHUTDOWN command.  Issuing this command 
when outside Server Manager might cause VM to shut down.  To ensure you are in 
Server Manager, issue any CMS command.  If you receive a return code of 2, you 
are running under Server Manager.  Enter a semicolon (;) to continue.

If you do not receive a return code of 2, enter SVRMGR from the command line 
before proceeding with the SHUTDOWN command.

Minidisks  The DBA userid has the following disk space requirements if it is to 
contain all the components of the product and contain a minimal Oracle8 database.

Table 3–1 summarizes the recommended minidisks sizes and provides the SFS 
alternative where applicable.

The recommended sizes of the DBA minidisks are large enough to contain Oracle 
with all options that require extra minidisk space for Oracle programs.  The 
recommended sizes of the Database, Redo Log, and Control file minidisks are 
minimum values and must be increased for large databases.  See the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for a discussion of the 
recommended maximum Redo Log file minidisk size.  More minidisk space is 
required to create additional Database file minidisks.

If you intend to install the replication option, add 25 3390 cylinders (4500 4K blocks) 
to the Database minidisk.

Table 3–1 Disk Requirements

Disk Minidisk
address

3390
Cylinders

SFS filepool
Blocks

User 291 200 36,000

DBA 293 85 16,000

IVP 294 10 2,000

Control 1 240 5 n/a

Control 2 241 5 n/a

Data 1 220 25 n/a

Data 2 221 25 n/a

Log 1 230 5 n/a

Log 2 231 5 n/a
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Background Machine Userid Requirements
These background virtual machines are required:

■ NMST

■ DBW0

■ LGWR

■ PMON

■ SMON

■ RECO

■ CKPT

■ the server machines (at least two)

Your database system might also require the services of the optional background 
machines:

■ ARCH

■ Pnnn

■ SNP0-9

■ PROP

■ LGLOPR

The PROP and LGLOPR background virtual machines are VM-specific.  See the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for more information 
on PROP and LGLOPR.  See the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide for more information 
about all other background virtual machines.  Also see Chapter 2, "Introduction", 
for descriptions of the background virtual machine.

All background virtual machines require Class G privileges.  Additional class 
privileges required for specific background virtual machines are noted.  In addition 
to meeting the userid requirements described in "General Requirements for All 
Oracle Userids" on page 3-4, additional requirements for specific background 
machines are:

ARCH requires a 6M virtual machine size, but it does not require any 
minidisk space.  This machine is optional.

CKPT requires a 6M virtual machine size and no minidisk space. 
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DBW0 requires a 6M virtual machine size, but it does not require any 
minidisk space.

LGWR requires a 6M virtual machine size, but it does not require any 
minidisk space.

NMST requires Class A and Class B privileges to issue the 
AUTOLOG, FORCE, MSGNOH, and SMSG commands.  This 
background machine requires a 8M virtual machine size, but 
it does not require any minidisk space.

PMON requires Class A and Class C privileges to issue the FORCE 
and DISPLAY H commands.  This machine requires a 6M 
virtual machine size, but it does not require any minidisk 
space.

Pnnn requires a 7M virtual machine size.  This machine is required 
if you utilize the parallel query option.

RECO requires a 6M virtual machine size, but it does not require any 
minidisk space.  This machine is required if 
DISTRIBUTED_TRANSACTIONS is set to true in the 
ORAINIT file.

SMON requires a 6M virtual machine size, but does not require any 
minidisk space.

SNP0-9 requires a 6M virtual machine size, but it does not require any 
minidisk space.  These machines are required if you define 
SNAPSHOTS.

Server machines require Class A and Class B privileges to issue the 
AUTOLOG, FORCE, and SMSG commands.  These 
background machines require a 7M virtual machine size, but 
do not require any minidisk space.

LGLOPR requires a 2M virtual machine size but it does not require any 
minidisk space.  This machine is optional.

PROP requires a 2M virtual machine size.  The amount of minidisk 
space it uses depends on how you set the parameters for this 
option.  For example, the greater the number of days you save 
log messages, the greater the amount of minidisk space is 
required.  This machine is optional.
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The Distribution Kit
A Release 8.0.6 base tape is included in your Oracle8 for VM package.  This tape can 
be used to install a new instance and also to migrate an existing instance from 
Version 7 to Version 8.

Before installing your Oracle system, check the label to verify that you have the 
correct tape and proper documentation for your installation.  If you are installing a 
new instance, refer to Chapter 4, "Installation".  If you are upgrading from an earlier 
Oracle8 for VM release, refer to Chapter 5, "Migration".  You should have the 
following:

■ Oracle8 for VM Release 8.0.6 installation tape and the 8.0.6 documentation

■ Oracle documentation for any other Oracle products that you ordered

Contact Oracle Support Services if you require additional items or more 
information.
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Installation

The process of installing a new Oracle8 for VM instance under VM/ESA systems is 
broken into steps.  The following topics are included:

Overview of Installation. on page 4-2

Pre-Installation Steps on page 4-6

Installation Steps on page 4-14

Post Installation on page 4-39
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Overview of Installation.

Instance Naming Scheme.
A major part of the installation process is the selection of names: instance names, 
file names, userids, and so forth.  It is a good idea to have a scheme for the names.  
Oracle Corporation will recommend one.  If you can adhere to the scheme, the 
installation process will be easier and faster.  If you cannot, the installation will be 
more complex, you will have to supply more information and you will have to track 
more information.

Oracle Corporation recommended naming scheme.

Instance name.  Start with a 4-character instance name.

DBA userid.  Make the DBA userid the same as the instance name.

Many sites have guidelines or rules for assigning userids.  The selection of an 
instance name will therefore most likely be constrained by the set of possible 
userids that you can choose from.

The main reason for the 4-character name is that many other names will be needed 
that are associated with the instance and the DBA userid.  It will be easy to form 
these names by appending Oracle-suggested 4-character suffixes to the names.  
Some of these names will be other userids, some will be file names.  It will be easy 
to associate the named entities with a particular instance and the DBA (the names 
will all begin with the same 4 characters: the instance name).

To illustrate this, the distribution tape contains the files that define a sample 
instance named GOLD.  All of the files pertaining to this sample instance have 
names that begin with GOLD.  The contents of the files define an instance in which:

■ the instance name is GOLD

■ the DBA userid is GOLD

■ the DBA userid owns all the minidisks

■ the userids for required background processes are: GOLDNMST, GOLDDBW0, 
GOLDLGWR, GOLDPMON, GOLDSMON, GOLDRECO, and GOLDCKPT

■ the userids for optional background processes are: GOLDARCH, GOLDSNP0, 
and GOLDSNP1
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■ the userids for server processes are: GOLDS001, GOLDS002, GOLDS003 ...

■ the userids for parallel query processes are: GOLDP000, GOLDP001, 
GOLDP002 ...

■ the three parameter files are: GOLD ORABDA, GOLD ORAINIT, and GOLD 
ORAMAST.

■ SQL script files are named: GOLD COLDSQL

■ shared segment names are: GOLDCOM, GOLDKNL, GOLDKPL, GOLDSGA, 
and GOLDUTL1

■ the userids for using PROP are: GOLDPROP and GOLDOPER.

■ entries destined for the CP User Directory are in the file GOLD DIRECT

■ all PROP files begin with GOLD

Your task during installation of Oracle8 for VM is to create many of these files for 
your instance and to name and define all of these userids, files, segments, and so 
forth.  That task will be easier if you can simply copy the GOLD files (naming them 
with your new instance name) and then perform a global change of the string 
GOLD to the new 4-character name.  A procedure is provided to do just that.

The examples throughout Chapter 4 are designed with the assumption that you are 
creating an instance named TST1.  As an example, using TST1, the command:

GOLD4ME  TST1  GOLD*  *  C  =  =  =

will create your new set of files, and will replace the string GOLD with the string 
TST1.  GOLD4ME also reports which files have password strings that will need to 
be changed.  For each of those files, execute a command sequence such as:

XEDIT TST1 ORADBA C
ALL /PASS$$/
... alter password strings ...
FILE

to set correct passwords.

The "naming" part of the installation process is 95% complete if you can adhere to 
the Oracle recommend naming scheme.  If you cannot, you will need to examine 
more than 100 names that begin with the string GOLD, and change each name, one 
by one, to fit your naming scheme.
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Tasks by Kind
The majority of this chapter is a detailed description of the steps necessary to 
perform a complete installation of Oracle8 for VM, presented in the order that they 
need to be performed.  The following is a list of the tasks that you need to perform 
in a typical first-time installation of Oracle8 for VM.  The tasks are listed by type of 
activity in order to illustrate the variety of operations that need to be performed.  
This may help to convey the skills, authority, and responsibility that are required to 
perform the complete installation.

1. Create userids (virtual machines), between 20 and 100 depending on the size of 
the database instance that is being defined.

2. Create userids that have authority greater than class G.

3. Update the CP User Directory, approximately 4 times.  Access to a CP User 
Directory tool, such as DIRMAINT, can make this activity easier.

4. Obtain minidisks from disk resources and assign them to users in the CP User 
Directory.  

5. Enroll users into an SFS filepool and allocate file space (not required if SFS files 
are not utilized).

6. Load a tape cartridge into a 3480-compatible tape device.  This may require 
access to the mainframe computer room.

7. Use the CP FORCE command.  This requires class A CP command authority.

8. Perform several activities that require class B CP command authority, including:

a. ATTACH a tape device to a virtual machine.

b. Use AUTOLOG. 

9. Manipulate spool files that are owned by other userids.  This requires class D 
CP command authority.

10. Select and assign names to NSS files.  This requires knowledge of the site's NSS 
naming conventions.

11. Perform several activities that require class E CP command authority, including:

a. Use DEFSEG and SAVESYS commands to define NSS segments.

b. Use QUERY NSS and PURGE NSS commands.

12. Compile test sample programs written in C and Cobol.

13. Supply information that requires knowledge of the site TCP/IP network.
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14. Make changes to REXX EXEC files.  This requires proficiency in the REXX 
programming language.

15. Format CMS minidisks.

16. Perform general file editing.  This requires proficiency in XEDIT.

17. View and control several CMS sessions at the same time.  This requires the use 
of a multi-windowing terminal emulator.
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Pre-Installation Steps

Prerequisite Information
Before installing Oracle8 for VM, read and understand the release-specific 
information provided in this guide.  You also need the applicable product-specific 
information for the products you install.  In particular, you should refer to sections 
of the Oracle8 Administrator's Guide that describe the following topics:

■ how to use Server Manager

■ how to enroll users

■ the purpose of the DBA users SYS and SYSTEM

■ the purpose of the data dictionary (sometimes called the catalog in generic 
Oracle documentation)

■ the purpose of the INIT.ORA parameter file (referred to as the ORAINIT file in 
this guide)

The descriptions of Server Manager and the INIT.ORA (ORAINIT) file are 
particularly important.  The Oracle8 Administrator's Guide introduces these topics 
and discusses them in detail.  Additional VM-specific information about these 
topics appears in this guide.

A sample instance has been created to be used as an example.  The sample files, 
with instance name GOLD, are on the distribution tape.

Step 1: Create DBA Userid, and DBA, User, and IVP Disks
The DBA userid and the DBA, User, and IVP minidisks hold the programs and files 
that are used by Oracle.  The DBA userid must be created before the files can be 
loaded from tape.  You might need the assistance of your VM system programmer 
to complete this step.

The DBA, User, and IVP disks are usually owned by the DBA userid.  Oracle 
Corporation recommends that they be owned by the DBA userid.  They can be 
traditional CMS minidisks or SFS directories.
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DBA Minidisk Requirements

Regardless of whether minidisks or SFS directories are used by your installation, the 
disk must be accessed as filemode C in read/write mode.  This is necessary for 
proper execution of administrative tasks.

In addition to linking the standard CMS minidisks, the directory entry for the DBA 
userid must include definitions for the following Oracle minidisks.

Examples use the following Oracle for VM minidisk addresses:

The two control file minidisks should reside on separate physical disk packs from 
one another.  Refer also to Table 3–1, "Disk Requirements" on page 3-5, which 
includes minidisk default addresses and sizes.

Defining the DBA Userid CP User Directory Entry

These minidisks are defined in the DBA userid’s directory entry.  The generic 
format of an ESA directory entry for the DBA userid is shown in Figure 4–1.  An 
additional example of the directory entry with actual values substituted for the 
generic format is provided following the list describing each generic item.

Note that the formats shown are for the DBA userid only.  Different directory 
formats are used for the Oracle background virtual machines. 

Minidisk Address Access Filemode

User 291 A

DBA 293 C

IVP 294 E

Control file 240 Not Applicable

Control file 241 Not Applicable

Database file 220 Not Applicable

Database file 221 Not Applicable

Redo log file 230 Not Applicable

Redo log file 231 Not Applicable
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Figure 4–1 VM/ESA Directory Entry for the DBA Userid

________________________________________________________________
USER userid password defsize maxsize privileges
ACCOUNT accounting information ...
MACHINE ESA
NAMESAVE syssegs ...
IPL virtual machine
CONSOLE definition
spool cuu definitions ...
LINK CMS disk definitions ...
MDISK user minidisk definition ...
MDISK dba minidisk definition ...
MDISK ivp minidisk definition ...
MDISK datafile minidisk definitions ...
MDISK logfile minidisk definitions ...
MDISK controlfile minidisk definitions ...
________________________________________________________________

The following list describes how to define the lowercase keywords shown in the 
generic formats of the directory entries.

userid specifies the name of the DBA userid.  Although the name 
TST1 is assumed to be the name of the DBA userid in this 
guide, any valid userid is acceptable.

password specifies the password for the DBA userid.

defsize specifies the virtual machine’s default memory size.  The 
minimum value required for the generation of Oracle 
components is 32M.

maxsize specifies the maximum virtual machine size (96M) allowed for 
this userid.  

privileges specifies the classes of commands available to the userid 
being defined.

If class command-mapping has been changed at your site, you 
must ensure that the appropriate classes for your site are 
specified in the privileges parameter.

Requires Class A, B, E, and G privileges.
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accounting 
information

specifies site-specific accounting information.

NAMESAVE 
syssegs

authorizes a virtual machine to access restricted saved 
segments.  Specify the name of the Oracle SGA shared 
segment used.  For further information, refer to the following 
IBM publications:

■ VM/ESA CMS Planning and Administration Guide

■ VM/ESA CP Planning and Administration Guide

MACHINE ESA specifies that the virtual machine runs in ESA exploitative 
mode.  You must specify ESA exploitative mode.

IPL virtual 
machine

IPL CMS is sufficient.

CONSOLE 
definition

specifies the console type and class.

spool cuu 
definitions

specifies standard statements used by your site to define the 
unit record devices that are used by CMS.

CMS disk 
definition

specifies the standard LINK commands that are used to 
establish access to the CMS disks at your site.

User minidisk 
definition

specifies space allocation and access for the minidisk 
containing the user files used to access Oracle and utilities.  In 
this document, the assumption is made that the User minidisk 
is the DBA userid’s 291 disk.  Oracle Corporation 
recommends specifying MR (multiple-read) access so the DBA 
userid can write-access the User minidisk even if another 
userid has the DBA minidisk linked read-only.

DBA minidisk 
definition

specifies space allocation and access for the minidisk 
containing the DBA files used to install and maintain Oracle 
for VM.  In this document, the assumption is made that the 
DBA minidisk is the DBA userid’s 293 minidisk.  If the DBA 
minidisk address is not 293, the directory entries for the 
background virtual machines must refer to the new address.  
Oracle Corporation recommends specifying MR 
(multiple-read) access so the DBA userid can write-access the 
DBA minidisk even if another userid has the DBA minidisk 
linked read-only.
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The following figure shows an example directory entry for the DBA userid.  A 
complete description of how to create and update directory entries is contained in 
IBM’s VM Planning and System Generation Guide for VM systems.

IVP minidisk 
definition

specifies space allocation and access for the minidisk 
containing the IVP files used to verify the successful 
installation of Oracle for VM.  In this document, the 
assumption is made that the IVP minidisk is the DBA userid’s 
294 minidisk.

Data file minidisk 
definitions

specifies the space allocation and access for Database file 
minidisks.  These minidisks can be on any direct-access device 
at default virtual addresses of 220 and 221.  The 
recommended minimum size for each database file minidisk 
is 25 3390 cylinders.  This is an adequate size for an initial 
installation.  It allows installation verification, demonstration 
tables, and system testing by a small number of users.  These 
minidisks must be defined as available for multi-write (MW) 
access.

Logfile minidisk 
definitions

specifies the space allocation and access for the database Redo 
Log file minidisks.  These minidisks can be on any 
direct-access device at default virtual addresses of 230 
and 231.  The recommended minimum size for each redo log 
file minidisk is the equivalent of 5 3390 cylinders.  These 
minidisks must be defined as available for multiple-write 
(MW) access.

Control file 
minidisk 
definitions

specifies the space allocation and access for the Control file 
minidisks.  These minidisks can be on any direct-access device 
at default virtual addresses of 240 and 241.  The 
recommended minimum size for each control file minidisk is 
the equivalent of 5 3390 cylinders.

The control file minidisks must be defined as available for 
multiple-write (MW) access.  Each should reside on a different 
physical disk volume.
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Figure 4–2 Sample VM/ESA CP User Directory Entry for the DBA Userid

________________________________________________________________
USER TST1 MAGIC 32M 96M ABEG
ACCOUNT ORACLE ORACLE
MACHINE ESA
NAMESAVE TST1SGA
IPL CMS
CONSOLE 009 3215
SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *
SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A
SPOOL 00E 1403 A
LINK MAINT 190 190 RR
LINK MAINT 19E 19E RR
----------(following for 3390 minidisk devices)----------
MDISK 0191 3390 138 003 VARES1 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0291 3390 100 220 VMUSR4 MR ALL    WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0293 3390 225 065 VMUSR6 MR ALL    WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0294 3390 620 010 VMUSR5 MR ALL    WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0220 3390 765 025 VMUSR5 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0221 3390 775 025 VMUSR5 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0230 3390 780 005 VMUSR5 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0231 3390 785 005 VMUSR5 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0240 3390 790 009 VMUSR5 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0241 3390 100 009 VMUSR7 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
________________________________________________________________

After you create the DBA userid directory entry, you must add it to the directory 
input file.  Place the new directory file online using the privileged CP DIRECTXA 
command.  You might need the assistance of your VM system programmer to 
complete this step.

After the CP User Directory is updated, you will need to log off the DBA userid and 
log back on so that your new session has all of the directory updates.
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Step 2: Prepare the User, DBA, and IVP Disks
When using minidisks, before the User, DBA, and IVP disks can be used, they must 
be formatted with the CMS FORMAT command.  The User, DBA, and IVP 
minidisks can be formatted in any block size suitable for CMS use.  Oracle 
Corporation recommends using a block size of 4K.  

When using SFS files, no formatting is necessary, but the DBA userid must be 
ENROLLed into the file pool that will hold the directories.  You might need the 
assistance of your VM system programmer to complete this step.

Now that the USER, DBA, and IVP minidisks have been defined, update the 
PROFILE EXEC for the DBA userid so that the minidisks are properly accessed.  
The profile should access the USER disk as A, the DBA disk as C, and the IVP disk 
as E.
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Step 3: Load the Tape
Load the contents of the Oracle distribution tape onto the DBA userid’s minidisks.  
The distribution tape was written using the CMS TAPE command.

The examples for loading the tape assume the following information about the DBA 
userid:

The DBA userid is assumed to be TST1.

Complete the following steps to install this base tape.  Oracle Corporation suggests 
spooling your console before you begin.

1. Attach a tape drive to the DBA userid.

Use the following privileged CP command to attach a tape drive to a userid at 
address 181:

ATTACH cuu TO userid  AS 181

where:

For our example, the command would be:

ATTACH 585 TO TST1 AS 181

2. Load the contents of the tape by using the CMS TAPE command.  

TAPE FSF 1
TAPE LOAD * * C
TAPE LOAD * * C
TAPE LOAD * * A
TAPE LOAD * * E

Minidisk Address Access Filemode

User 291 A

DBA 293 C

IVP 294 E

cuu is the real tape drive address.

userid is the DBA userid.
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Installation Steps
After completing the tape loading, the next step is to create and modify the instance.  
The following checklist summarizes the required steps.  Each step is explained in 
further detail following the checklist.

Oracle for VM Installation Procedures Checklist

❏ Step 1: Prepare the Database, Redo Log, and Control File Minidisks

❏ Step 2: Create Instance Definition Files

❏ Step 3: General Instance Parameters for ORADBA

❏ Step 4: Specify Exit Parameters

❏ Step 5: Specify Users Authorized as DBA’s

❏ Step 6: Define Background Process Userids and Passwords

❏ Step 7: Define Required Shared Segments

❏ Step 8: Set Server Userids and Passwords

❏ Step 9: Changes to the CP User Directory

❏ Step 10: Generating Shared Segments

❏ Step 11: Create/Modify the ORAMAST File

❏ Step 12: Configure Control, Log, and Data File Minidisks

❏ Step 13: Perform COLDSTART

❏ Step 14: Load System Data

❏ Step 15: Run the Installation Verification Program (IVP)

❏ Step 16: Change SYS and SYSTEM Passwords

❏ Step 17: Perform Optional Installation Changes
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Step 1: Prepare the Database, Redo Log, and Control File Minidisks
Before issuing the first cold start of an Oracle instance, you must perform an 
Oracle-specific format and reserve of Database file (data file), Redo Log file (log 
file), and Control file (control file) minidisks using the RUNDBA MDFORMAT 
command.

The RUNDBA MDFORMAT command has the following format:

RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=vcuu

where vcuu  is the address of the minidisk to be formatted.  If you use the minidisk 
addresses recommended by Oracle Corporation, then you need to issue RUNDBA 
MDFORMAT for the following addresses: 220, 221, 230, 231, 240, 241.  Default block 
size on VM is 4K for database files.

For our example instance, the commands would be as follows:

RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=220
RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=221
RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=230
RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=231
RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=240
RUNDBA MDFORMAT VCUU=241
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Step 2: Create Instance Definition Files
Three files must exist to define the instance.  The first token of each filename is the 
instance name.  The three file types are ORADBA, ORAINIT, and ORAMAST.  They 
must reside on the DBA disk.  For our example instance TST1, you must create the 
files:

TST1 ORADBA  C
TST1 ORAINIT C 
TST1 ORAMAST C

An easy way to create all the files for the new instance is to copy all the sample files 
using the following procedure:

GOLD4ME  iname   GOLD*  * C   =  =  =

For our example, the command would be:

GOLD4ME  TST1 GOLD*  * C   =  =  =

This procedure will copy all files that are on the DBA disk that begin with GOLD 
and create new files that begin with TST1.  In addition, the string "TST1" will be 
substituted for the string "GOLD" within the records of the new files.

If you plan to follow Oracle recommendations on the configuration of your new 
instance then the only other change that you need to make to the new files is to 
change the password strings.

■ Passwords copied from the GOLD files all begin with a '$' character.

■ Passwords for userids are needed in the ORADBA file.

■ Passwords for minidisks are needed in the ORAINIT file.

■ The node name strings are needed in the RTABLE file.

If you deviate from the recommended configuration, you will need to make other 
changes to these files.  Typically, changes are made to userids, passwords, minidisk 
addresses, and additional authorized users. 

A complete description of the parameters used in the ORADBA file can be found in 
the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM.

A description of several parameters used in the ORAINIT file can be found in the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM.   A complete 
description of the parameters used in the ORAINIT file can be found in the Oracle8 
Administrator's Guide.
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Step 3: General Instance Parameters for ORADBA

All of these parameters are optional.  A default value is provided when the 
parameter is not specified in the ORADBA file.

The following list describes the keyword parameters that you can enter or modify in 
the ORADBA file.

ORACLE dba_userid

AUTOSLEEP time_in_seconds

WARNUSER userid

CONSOLE status dest class

BACKSECUSER userid

MAXCONN number

FOREGROUND_TIMER min max

BACKGROUND_TIMER min max

RELEASE_LATCH_TIMERmin max

MST_WAKEUP_T time_in_seconds

dba_userid Enter the name of the DBA userid (created as part of 
the tape load procedures earlier in this chapter).  
This userid owns the DBA userid minidisks (User, 
DBA, IVP, Database file, Redo Log file and Control 
file) and is used to perform DBA duties.

CONSOLE status Enter either ON or OFF to control whether console 
spooling for background virtual machines should be 
on or off when the machines are auto logged.  The 
default value is ON.

CONSOLE dest Enter the userid to receive spooled output if the 
’Console Status’ keyword is set to ON.  The default 
value is the DBA userid.

CONSOLE class Enter the spool class (a letter from A to Z) for the 
console output file.  The default value is U.
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WARNUSER userid Enter the userid you want to receive Oracle warning 
and error messages.  The default value is the DBA 
userid.

BACKSECUSER userid Specify the userid to which Oracle console messages 
should be sent.  The Background Secuser keyword 
controls whether the Programmable Operator 
(PROP) facility is used.  If the DBA userid is 
specified, all Oracle console messages from the 
Oracle background machines go to the DBA userid.  
When PROP is specified, the PROP facility is created 
and all Oracle console messages from the Oracle 
background machines are sent to the PROP userid.  
The default is <UNUSED>.

Refer to the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System 
Administration Guide for VM for more information 
about the Programmable Operator facility.

Information about defining a secondary user is 
included in the IBM documentation for SECUSER.

AUTOSLEEP 
time_in_seconds

Specify the time interval during which you would 
like an Oracle background process to wait for 
another Oracle process before terminating.  This 
parameter is primarily used for installations where 
the system is running under a heavy load and in 
which AUTOLOGS and program executions are not 
occurring at optimal speeds.  The default value is 
5 seconds.

MAXCONN number Enter the maximum number of connections that you 
will allow for this instance.

Additional information about determining the 
MAXCONN value is included in the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for 
VM.  Additional information about background 
virtual machines is included in Chapter 3, "System 
Requirements".
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FOREGROUND_TIMER min Specifies the minimum value (in 1/300ths of 
seconds) for the timing of user locks.  This value 
should be changed only under the direction of 
Oracle Support Services.  The default value is 5.

FOREGROUND_TIMER max Specify the maximum value (in 1/300ths of seconds) 
for the timing of user locks.  This value should be 
changed only under the direction of Oracle Support 
Services.  The default value is 15.

BACKGROUND_TIMER min Specify the minimum value (in 1/300ths of seconds) 
for the timing of background machine locks.  This 
value should be changed only under the direction of 
Oracle Support Services.  The default value is 2.

BACKGROUND_TIMER max Specify the maximum value (in 1/300ths of seconds) 
for the timing of background machine locks.  This 
value should be changed only under the direction of 
Oracle Support Services.  The default value is 15.

RELEASE_LATCH_TIMER 
Min

Indicate the minimum amount of time, in seconds, 
that a server can hold a latch.  This value must be 
between 15 and 300.  The default value is 15.  This 
value should be changed only under the direction of 
Oracle Support Services.

RELEASE_LATCH_TIMER 
Max

Indicate the maximum amount of time, in seconds, 
that a server can hold a latch.  This value must be 
between 15 and 300. The default value is 15.  This 
value should be changed only under the direction of 
Oracle Support Services.

MST_WAKEUP_T is an interval in seconds.  It is the maximum time 
that the NMST machine should wait (sleep) when 
there is no event-driven activity.  This parameter will 
not affect the responsiveness of the NMST to 
connections from clients, that activity is event-driven 
(an interrupt will wake the NMST machine.)  This 
parameter affects the frequency that the NMST 
checks for non-event-driven conditions such as hung 
clients, hung servers, and resource shortages.  
Default is 60 seconds.
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Step 4: Specify Exit Parameters
Four exits can be specified in the ORADBA file.  They are the accounting exit, 
autolog exec, connect exec, and security exit.  They are specified with the following 
parameters:

ACNTEXIT         exec_name
AUTOLOGEXEC      exec_name
CONNECTPROF      exec_name
ORASECU          exec_name

where exec_name  is the name of an EXEC file that resides on the DBA disk.  The 
use of all of these exits is optional.  

A sample for each of these EXECs is provided on the distribution tape.  The names 
are:

ACNTEXIT         GOLDACNT EXEC
AUTOLOGEXEC      GOLDAUTO EXEC
CONNECTPROF      GOLDCONN EXEC
ORASECU          GOLDSECU EXEC

Information on exits:

All of these exits are discussed in more detail in the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System 
Administration Guide for VM.

Accounting exit. This exit is taken at beginning and end of server processing of a 
client-initiated connection. 

Autolog exit. If specified, this exit (EXEC) is executed instead of the CP 
AUTOLOG command.  The EXEC must perform the 
AUTOLOG processing, and return codes indicating either 
success or the reason for failure.

Connect exit. This exit is taken when a server process connects to the 
database.

Security exit. This exit can be used to invoke additional site security.  Also, 
you must set the ORAINIT parameter 
REMOTE_OS_AUTHENT to TRUE. 
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Step 5: Specify Users Authorized as DBA’s
Add a line to the ORADBA file of the form:

AUTHDBA userid

for each authorized DBA userid.  By granting authorized DBA access, you provide 
these userids with the authority to run ALL Server Manager functions (such as 
STARTUP and SHUTDOWN).  You should exercise caution when granting this 
authorization.  The userids that you specify here must also have access to the DBA 
disk in order to perform Server Manager functions.

Step 6: Define Background Process Userids and Passwords
Background process userids are defined by using a line in the ORADBA file of the 
form:

BACKGROUND pname ORA8SRV userid  password

Only one line is required.  It is:

BACKGROUND #### ORA8SRV iiii #### password

where iiii  is replaced with the 4-character instance prefix.  With this definition, 
the userid for any background process is formed by taking the instance name and 
appending the process name (pname).  For our example instance TST1:

BACKGROUND #### ORA8SRV TST1#### MAGIC

then:

TST1ARCH is the userid of the ARCH process machine.

TST1CKPT is the userid of the CKPT process machine.

TST1DBW0 is the userid of the DBW0 process machine.

TST1LGWR is the userid of the LGWR process machine.

...

TST1S001 is the userid of the S001 process machine (dedicated server).

TST1S002 is the userid of the S002 process machine (dedicated server).

TST1S003 is the userid of the S003 process machine (dedicated server).

... 
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TST1P000 is the userid of the P000 process machine (parallel query server).

TST1P001 is the userid of the P001 process machine (parallel query server).

TST1P002 is the userid of the P002 process machine (parallel query server).

...

TST1SNP0 is the userid of the SNP0 process machine (snapshot process).

TST1SNP1 is the userid of the SNP0 process machine (snapshot process).

TST1SNP2 is the userid of the SNP0 process machine (snapshot process).

...

 For any process that does not fit this general rule, supply another line to define a 
more specific process-to-machine definition.

Examples:

BACKGROUND ARCH ORA8SRV ARCH55   MAGIC3
BACKGROUND DBW0 ORA8SRV TST1DBWR MAGIC
BACKGROUND SMON ORA8SRV TST1SMON MAGIC
BACKGROUND S### ORA8SRV TST1S### SMAGIC

Note that the wildcard character # can also be used in the password field.  It does 
not have to be in a contiguous block.  The definition:

BACKGROUND #### ORA8SRV TST1#### X##Y##

would define the password for the ARCH machine TST1ARCH as XARYCH.

If you must define each process with a distinct BACKGROUND line, then a 
definition should be provided for the following processes:

ARCH, CKPT, LGWR, DBW0, PMON, SMON, RECO, NMST

and

S001 through S nnn

where nnn  is the maximum number of dedicated servers to be used, and

P000 through P nnn

where nnn  is the maximum number of parallel query servers to be used.
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Step 7: Define Required Shared Segments
Oracle8 for VM has 4  required shared segments.  They are:

1. COM, which is a Common segment shared by all users of the instance, both 
servers and clients.

2. KNL is database engine (Kernel) shared code.

3. KPL is also database engine (Kernel) shared code.

4. SGA is database engine (Kernel) Shared Global Area.

COM, KNL, and KPL are shared executable code and are accessed read-only by the 
server process machine after they have been created.

The SGA segment is a read/write segment that contains information vital to the 
executing instance.  Access to this segment must be limited to database engine 
processes.

The following line defines a segment:

SEGMENT name * nns_name location  page_count  *

where

name is the segment name: COM, KNL, KPL, or SGA.

nss_name is the NSS name for the segment.  Oracle Corporation 
recommends using a naming convention that appends the 
letters identifying the Oracle8 segment name to the instance 
name.  For example, for the instance GOLD, the NSS names 
are GOLDCOM, GOLDKNL, GOLDKPL, and GOLDSGA.  
Default values are formed by appending the Oracle8 segment 
name to the first four characters of the instance name.

location is the starting address for the segment.  The value is a 
hexadecimal number and must be aligned on a megabyte 
boundary.  A value of '*' may be used to select the default.  
The default is the next free megabyte following a previously 
defined segment.

page_count is the size of the segment in pages.  A value other than '*" 
should be specified only for the SGA segment.
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For our example, a minimal definition is:

SEGMENT COM  * TST1COM  5000000 *    * 
SEGMENT KNL  * TST1KNL  *       *    * 
SEGMENT KPL  * TST1KPL  *       *    * 
SEGMENT SGA  * TST1SGA  *       4095 *

Before saving new shared segments, note the available amount of spool space in 
your VM system, because these shared segments are saved in available spool space.  
For a complete description of defining shared segments, refer to the IBM 
publication VM Planning and System Generation Guide for VM systems.
   

Note: Always check the latest Oracle8 for VM Maintenance Tape 
Release Bulletin for the required segment sizes, because this 
number might change.
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Step 8: Set Server Userids and Passwords

8-1: Dedicated Servers

To set up the background server processes, two files must be edited.  First, the 
ORADBA file should have a definition of the following form:  

BACKGROUND S### ORA8SRV aaaaS### password

where aaaa  is the prefix for the instance.  The prefix for the instance is the first (or 
only) four characters of the instance name.  

If your site follows the Oracle-recommended naming scheme, then only one line 
must be defined in the ORADBA file.  For our example instance named TST1, the 
line is:

BACKGROUND S### ORA8SRV TST1S### MAGIC

If your site does not follow the Oracle recommended naming scheme, then you 
must add a line defining each individual server machine.  For our example instance 
named TST1, the lines might look like the following:

BACKGROUND S001 ORA8SRV TST1SAAA MAGICA
BACKGROUND S002 ORA8SRV TST1SBBB MAGICB
BACKGROUND S003 ORA8SRV TST1SCCC MAGICC
BACKGROUND S004 ORA8SRV TST1SDDD MAGICD
BACKGROUND S005 ORA8SRV TST1SEEE MAGICE
BACKGROUND S006 ORA8SRV TST1SFFF MAGICF

The next change is to the ORAMAST file.  Servers are defined by lines of the 
following form:

ADD userid password

Insert one of these lines into the ORAMAST file for each server that is to be started 
when the instance is started.  For each userid that is inserted here, a virtual machine 
must be defined in the CP User Directory.
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8-2: Parallel Query Servers. 

To set up the parallel query server processes, two files must be edited.  First, the 
ORADBA file should have a definition of the following form:  

BACKGROUND P### ORA8SRV aaaaP### password

where aaaa  is the prefix for the instance.  The prefix for the instance is the first (or 
only) four characters of the instance name.  

If your site follows the Oracle-recommended naming scheme, then only one line 
must be defined in the ORADBA file.  For our example instance named TST1, the 
line is:

BACKGROUND P### ORA8SRV TST1P### MAGIC

If your site does not follow the Oracle recommended naming scheme, then you 
must add a line defining each individual server machine.  For our example instance 
named TST1, the lines might look like the following:

BACKGROUND P000 ORA8SRV TST1P990 MAGIC
BACKGROUND P001 ORA8SRV TST1P991 MAGICA
BACKGROUND P002 ORA8SRV TST1P992 MAGICB
BACKGROUND P003 ORA8SRV TST1P993 MAGICC
BACKGROUND P004 ORA8SRV TST1P994 MAGICD
BACKGROUND P005 ORA8SRV TST1P995 MAGICE
BACKGROUND P006 ORA8SRV TST1P996 MAGICF

The following parameters should be added to the ORAINIT file:

PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS = min
PARALLEL_MAX_SERVERS = max

where:

min  is an integer specifying the minimum number of parallel 
query servers that should be started for this instance.  Zero is 
the default.  

max is an integer specifying the maximum number of parallel 
query servers that may be started for this instance.  Zero is the 
default, which indicates that parallel query will not be used.  
The number supplied here should not exceed the number of 
parallel server userids that are defined in the CP User 
Directory.    
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Note that use of parallel query is optional.  If, for this instance, parallel query is not 
to be used, do not specify PARALLEL_MIN_SERVERS or 
PARALLEL_MAX_SERVERS in the ORAINIT file.  No parallel server userids need 
to be defined in the ORADBA file or the CP User Directory.
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Step 9: Changes to the CP User Directory
In this step, make the changes necessary to the CP User Directory.  A sample file, 
GOLD DIRECT, is provided on the distribution tape.  Copy this file to begin the 
directory definitions needed for the instance.  

The contents of the GOLD DIRECT file are shown here:

PROFILE GOLDBACK
ACCOUNT 0000
NAMESAVE GOLDSGA
OPTION ACCT MAXCONN 150 QUICKDSP
IUCV ALLOW
IUCV ANY
IPL CMS PARM INSTSEG NO NOSPROF AUTOCR
CONSOLE 009 3215 T GOLD
SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *
SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A 
SPOOL 00E 1403 A 
LINK MAINT    190 190 RR 
LINK MAINT    19E 19E RR 
LINK GOLD     293 191 RR 
LINK GOLD     291 291 RR 

PROFILE GOLDSERV
ACCOUNT 0000 
NAMESAVE GOLDSGA 
OPTION ACCT MAXCONN 150 QUICKDSP 
IUCV ALLOW 
IUCV ANY 
IPL CMS PARM INSTSEG NO NOSPROF AUTOCR  
CONSOLE 009 3215 T GOLD 
SPOOL 00C 2540 READER *  
SPOOL 00D 2540 PUNCH A 
SPOOL 00E 1403 A 
LINK MAINT    190 190 RR
LINK MAINT    19E 19E RR
LINK GOLD     293 191 RR
LINK GOLD     291 291 RR
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USER GOLDNMST $UPASS$$ 6M 16M BG 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK
OPTION MAXCONN 400

USER GOLDCKPT $UPASS$$ 6M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000 
 
USER GOLDDBW0 $UPASS$$ 6M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000 

USER GOLDLGWR $UPASS$$ 6M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000

USER GOLDPMON $UPASS$$ 6M 8M AG 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000 

USER GOLDRECO $UPASS$$ 6M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000 

USER GOLDSMON $UPASS$$ 6M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000 

USER GOLDARCH $UPASS$$ 6M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDBACK 
ACCOUNT 0000

USER GOLDS001 $UPASS$$ 7M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDSERV 
ACCOUNT 0000 
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USER GOLDP000 $UPASS$$ 7M 8M G 
INCLUDE GOLDSERV 
ACCOUNT 0000 

The first step is to change every occurrence of the string GOLD to the instance 
prefix, in this case, TST1.  The string $UPASS$$  should be changed to the correct 
password.  Next, modify the two directory profiles GOLDBACK and GOLDSERV.  
Most of the needed parameters for the background and server virtual machines are 
included in these profiles.  Tailor these profiles as the site requires.  Adjust the 
segment name GOLDSGA.

The lines

LINK MAINT    190 190 RR 
LINK MAINT    19E 19E RR 

in each profile, are the links for the CMS S and Y disks.  Adjust or replace these 
links with those required to access the CMS system at your site.   

Note that the lines

LINK GOLD     293 191 RR 
LINK GOLD     291 291 RR 

in each profile, are the links for the instance DBA and User disks.  If SFS directories 
are used, then these lines should be removed.

By design, the access of the DBA and User disks is reversed from their order in the 
DBA userid.  The DBA accesses the User disk (291) as A and the DBA disk (293) 
as C.  The instance machines must access the DBA disk as A (293 mapped to 191) 
and the User disk as C.

The directory definitions GOLDS001 and GOLDP000 are provided as models for the 
first dedicated server userid and for the first parallel query server userid, 
respectively.  Each entry should be renamed and duplicated where the numeric part 
is incremented for as many servers as are needed for each group.

When finished with the directory definitions, use the CP command DIRECTXA to 
install the directory definitions on the system.  This operation requires special 
privileges.  You might need the assistance of your VM system programmer to 
complete this step.
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Step 10: Generating Shared Segments
At this point, the ORADBA file should be complete.  The shared segments and 
auxiliary modules can be generated with the following command:

RUNDBA REGEN instance-name

For our example using TST1, the command would be as follows:

RUNDBA REGEN TST1

This command should create:

■ shared segment TST1COM

■ shared segment TST1KNL

■ shared segment TST1KPL

■ shared segment TST1SGA

■ shared segment TST1UTL1

■ shared segment TST1UTL2

■ file ORACODE MODULE A

■ file TST1 MODULE A
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Step 11: Create/Modify the ORAMAST File
The ORAMAST file is a list of commands that are executed when the Network 
Master machine starts.  The DBA must create the ORAMAST file before the 
Network Master machine can become operational.  The ORAMAST file should 
reside on the DBA userid’s DBA disk.  If this file is not present when the Network 
Master machine is started, the program terminates with an error message.  A 
sample ORAMAST file, GOLD ORAMAST, is included on the distribution tape.

Any ORAMAST command that can be issued via the CP SMSG command can be 
placed in the ORAMAST file.  The format of the commands in the file is free-form, 
with the same rules as for commands issued via SMSG.  Refer to the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for information about how to 
control the Network Master machine with the ORAMAST command.  There can be 
only one command per line in the file.  All commands issued from the ORAMAST 
file are automatically authorized to perform protected ORAMAST functions.  Valid 
ORAMAST commands are described in the Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System 
Administration Guide for VM.

The following commands are recommended as the minimum commands to be 
included in the ORAMAST file.

AUTHORIZE 
dba_userid

where dba_userid  is the DBA userid.  There is no default 
value.  This command authorizes the DBA userid to issue 
ORAMAST commands.  You can add AUTHORIZE 
commands, as required, for each userid needing 
authorization.

ADD userid  
password

where userid  is the userid for a server machine, and 
password   (optional) is the login password for that userid.  
There are no default values for userid.

If password  is not specified here, a password is obtained 
from the BACKGROUND specification in the ORADBA file.  
Oracle8 for VM requires at least two servers to start and use 
the database.

SET TARGET n where n is the target number of server userids the Network 
Master machine automatically logs on.  The default is 2.  This 
command makes it possible to have n servers immediately 
available at user logon.
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Step 12: Configure Control, Log, and Data File Minidisks
The minidisks that are used in Oracle8 for Control, Log, and Data files must be 
defined to VM in the CP User Directory.  The minidisks are owned by some virtual 
machine.  Oracle recommends that they be owned by the DBA user.  The format of 
the directory entry record that defines a minidisk has the form: 

MDISK addr device loc size vol mode rpass wpass mpass

The instance will require two control file minidisks, a minimum of two logfile 
minidisks, and one datafile minidisk.  For our example instance TST1, the minidisk 
definitions in the CP User Directory for user TST1 might look like the following:

■ Data file disks 

MDISK 0220 3390 2662 25 VM0106 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0221 3390 2071 25 VM0104 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC

■ Log file disks  

MDISK 0230 3390 0295  5 VM0105 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0231 3390 2046  5 VM0104 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC

■ Control file disks 

MDISK 0240 3390 1005  5 VM0110 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC
MDISK 0241 3390 1181  5 VM0111 MR RMAGIC WMAGIC MMAGIC

The next step is to define these minidisks to the Oracle8 database engine.  First, the 
control files are registered in the ORAINIT file.  The parameter that registers the 
control files has the following form:

control_files  = ( minidisk-ref-1 , minidisk-ref-2 )

where minidisk-ref-1  and minidisk-ref-2  are strings that describe the 
minidisks, and their format is:

owner.owner-addr.addr.rpass.mpass

where:

owner specifies the userid that owns the minidisk (typically the DBA 
userid).

owner-addr specifies the minidisk address of the file to be used as defined 
in the CP User Directory entry for the owner.
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For our example, the minidisk-ref value for the first control-file minidisk would be:

TST1.240.240.RMAGIC.MMAGIC

and the ORAINIT file line would be:

control_files  =(TST1.240.240.RMAGIC.MMAGIC,TST1.241.241.RMAGIC.MMAGIC)

The location of the log and data file minidisks are registered with the Oracle8 
database engine when the database is COLDSTARTed.  The CREATE DATABASE 
command has parameters where the file locations are specified.  The locations are in 
the minidisk-ref format.  For the example instance TST1, the command would be:

create  database DBtst1
                 datafile 'TST1.220.220.RMAGIC.MMAGIC',
                          'TST1.221.221.RMAGIC.MMAGIC' 
                 logfile  'TST1.230.230.RMAGIC.MMAGIC', 
                          'TST1.231.231.RMAGIC.MMAGIC'

This command will be used when the instance is COLDSTARTed in 
Step 13: Perform COLDSTART.  To prepare, copy the file GOLD.COLDSQL, edit it, 
and name the new file instance.COLDSQL.

addr specifies the virtual address to be assigned to the minidisk for 
the server process.

A good practice is: use the same virtual address in the 
Oracle8 engine for the minidisk as owner-addr . 

rpass specifies the CMS read password of this minidisk.

mpasss specifies the CMS multi-write password for this minidisk.
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For TST1, the file contents would be:

rem RUNDBA COLDSTART in=TST1  db_name=DBTST1
/
connect INTERNAL
/
startup pfile=TST1.ORAINIT nomount
/
create  database DBTST1
                 datafile 'TST1.220.220.RMAGIC.MMAGIC',
                          'TST1.221.221.RMAGIC.MMAGIC'
                 logfile  'TST1.230.230.RMAGIC.MMAGIC',
                          'TST1.231.231.RMAGIC.MMAGIC'
/

Step 13: Perform COLDSTART
After you have prepared the Oracle minidisks, you are ready to cold start Oracle.  
Perform a COLDSTART of the instance by entering:

RUNDBA COLD IN=instance_new

Because the cold start process initializes a new version of Oracle, you are asked to 
confirm the decision to cold start with the following message:

Please confirm that you want to COLDSTART: Yes or No

Enter Yes  to proceed or No to cancel the operation.  The cold start process that is 
used to initialize Oracle can take several minutes to complete. 

Initializing the Oracle instance makes any data you might have in the database 
unusable.  Initialize the database only the first time a database is started or to 
scratch an existing database.  Note that a cold start takes longer and that it might be 
several minutes before the next prompt appears.
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Step 14: Load System Data
Load system data into the cold started instance with the following SVRMGR 
commands:

SVRMGRL
SVRMGRL> SET ECHO ON
SVRMGRL> CONNECT INTERNAL
SVRMGRL> @CAT8VM
SVRMGRL> EXIT

The demonstration tables that are provided can be used to exercise the database and 
to gain familiarity with SQL and SQL*Plus.  You can load these tables manually or 
let the Installation Verification Program do it for you.  If you choose to load the 
demonstration tables manually, use the following commands:

SQLPLUS SYSTEM/MANAGER
SQL> CREATE USER SCOTT IDENTIFIED BY TIGER;
SQL> GRANT CONNECT, RESOURCE TO SCOTT;
SQL> CONNECT SCOTT/TIGER;
SQL> @DEMOBLD;

Set up the Product User Profiles for SQL*Plus with the following commands:

SQLPLUS SYSTEM/MANAGER
SQL> @PUPBLD;
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Step 15: Run the Installation Verification Program (IVP)
The IVP tests the following products and utilities:

■ Export utility

■ Import utility

■ SQL

■ SQL*Loader

■ SQL*Plus

Running the IVP

Before you invoke the IVP, review the following information:

■ The IVP files are loaded onto the DBA userid’s IVP minidisk as part of the 
standard installation.

■ The IVP is made with the assumption that the SYS and SYSTEM passwords are 
the default (CHANGE_ON_INSTALL and MANAGER).  If these passwords 
have been changed, they must be changed back to the defaults before invoking 
IVP.

■ The instance must be up and running before you start the IVP.

To start the IVP, enter:

ORA8IVP filemode 

where filemode  is the access letter (usually E) for the IVP minidisk.

The IVP produces files with file types of DMP, LIS, LOG, RESULT, and RPF and 
places them on the IVP disk if you defined one.  These derived results are compared 
with the expected results in the EXPECT files on the IVP minidisk.  Any 
discrepancies are flagged in the output file IVPLOG SUMMARY and placed on the 
IVP disk if you defined one.
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Step 16: Change SYS and SYSTEM Passwords
Use the SQL*Plus GRANT CONNECT command to change the SYS and SYSTEM 
passwords to a non-default value:

SQLPLUS dba_userid / password
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYSTEM IDENTIFIED BY site_password ;
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYS IDENTIFIED BY site_password ;
SQL> EXIT;

Step 17: Perform Optional Installation Changes
Some sites have special requirements for use of the CP AUTOLOG command.  You 
can specify that the Oracle8 server use an alternative to the CP AUTOLOG 
command.  In the ORADBA file, the parameter:

AUTOLOGEXEC exec_name

specifies the name of an EXEC that will be called instead of the CP AUTOLOG 
command.  The EXEC must perform the function of AUTOLOG.

A sample file, GOLDAUTO EXEC, is provided on the distribution tape.  Copy and 
rename this sample file.  Then modify it to perform the AUTOLOG operation in the 
manner that is required by your site.
   

Note: The AUTOLOG function is critical to the successful 
operation of the Oracle8 database.  If a call to your AUTOLOG 
EXEC fails to start a background process during instance startup, 
then the startup of the database will fail.  If your AUTOLOG EXEC 
fails to start a server process when requested to do so, then 
performance of the instance will be degraded.
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Post Installation

Step 1: Set Up Programmable Operator (Optional)
The following list of tasks describes the actions that are required to set up the 
Programmable Operator (PROP) for your instance.

1. In the ORADBA file, insert the following parameter:

BACKSECUSER PROP

2. Modify both of the profiles in the CP User Directory.  For our example, the 
names are TST1BACK and TST1SERV.  Change the CONSOLE definition line:

CONSOLE 009 3215 T dba_userid  

to:

CONSOLE 009 3215 T prop_userid

3. Create the CP User Directory definitions for the PROP and OPER virtual 
machines.  These userids are similar to the other background processes that are 
defined for your instance.  The differences are:

■ PROP needs its own disk space (either a minidisk or SFS directory in which 
to store the logs), accessed as A.

■ OPER needs a read-only link to the PROP A disk.

■ Both PROP and OPER need read-only links to the DBA and User disks.

The sample file GOLD DIRECT has model definitions for the PROP and OPER 
userids, GOLDPROP and GOLDOPER.

4. Copy the following sample files and rename them for your instance. 

GOLD4ME  TST1  GOLD     RTABLE C 
GOLD4ME  TST1  GOLDACMD EXEC   C  
GOLD4ME  TST1  GOLDAMSG EXEC   C  
GOLD4ME  TST1  GOLDLGCL EXEC   C  
GOLD4ME  TST1  GOLDXLOG EXEC   C

5. Edit the file TST1 RTABLE and change the string $NODE$$ to the node name of 
the VM/ESA system at your site.  Change $NODE$$ everywhere that it occurs.
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These steps are the minimum requirement to get PROP running.  Several other 
customizations can change the way PROP operates for your instance.  Refer to the 
Oracle8 Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for more information 
about the Programmable Operator facility.

Step 2: Using Net8
To begin using Net8 with your instance, do the following:

1. Define alias names in your TNSNAMES ORA file for the remote instances to 
which your new instance will need to connect.

2. Define an alias name for your new instance in the TNSNAMES file (such as 
tnsnames.ora on UNIX) on any remote system that will need to connect to your 
new instance.

3. Add a START command to the ORAMAST file, so that a TCP/IP listener will be 
started to provide a contact point for remote clients to connect to.

All of these activities are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8, "Net8".
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Migrating an Existing Instance

This chapter describes how to migrate an instance from Version 7 to Version 8.0.6 
under VM/ESA systems.  The following topics are included:

Overview of Migration Using the Version 8 Migration Utility on page 5-2

Pre-Migration Steps on page 5-2

Migration Steps on page 5-4

Post-Migration Steps on page 5-8
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Overview of Migration Using the Version 8 Migration Utility
Migration converts the data dictionary and structures of a version 7 database into 
version 8 format.  To migrate the database, the DBA first installs and runs the 
version 8 Migration Utility on the version 7 database.  Then, the DBA executes a 
series of ALTER DATABASE commands on the new version 8 database.  On VM, 
these commands are issued from an EXEC.  The completion of these procedures 
results in the conversion of the following version 7 structures into structures that 
can be used in version 8:

■ Data files (file header only)

■ Data dictionary

■ Control file(s)

■ Rollback segment(s)

For a more detailed description of the generic migration process, 
refer to the server document: Oracle8 Migration .

Pre-Migration Steps
1. The migration procedure on VM requires that you are running Oracle 

version 7.3.3.  Ensure that you have upgraded to this version before attempting 
to migrate to version 8.

2. Ensure that the SYSTEM and SYS userids have the default passwords.

Login to SQL*Plus under the DBA userid and use the SQL*Plus GRANT 
CONNECT command to change the SYSTEM password back to its default 
(MANAGER) and to change the SYS password back to its default 
(CHANGE_ON_INSTALL).  Enter the following commands while the database 
is up and running:

SQLPLUS dba_userid / password
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYSTEM IDENTIFIED BY MANAGER;
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYS IDENTIFIED BY CHANGE_ON_INSTALL;
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3. Check the amount of free space and used space in the SYSTEM tablespace by 
using the following selects:

SQL> SELECT SUM(BLOCKS) FROM DBA_FREE_SPACE WHERE TABLESPACE_NAME='SYSTEM';
SQL> SELECT SUM(BLOCKS) FROM DBA_SEGMENTS WHERE OWNER='SYS' AND
  TABLESPACE_NAME='SYSTEM' AND SEGMENT_TYPE IN('TABLE','CLUSTER','INDEX');

Assuming that your SYSTEM tablespace holds only data dictionary objects (as 
recommended) then your free space should be at least 1.5 times the used space.  
Migration requires that both the version 7 and version 8 catalogs reside in the 
SYSTEM tablespace.  In order to complete the upgrade it is recommended that 
you have at least 5000 4k blocks of free space in the SYSTEM tablespace.

4. Shutdown Oracle with the following RUNDBA command:

RUNDBA SHUT IN=instance_name

5. Make a backup copy of the entire database, DBA, and User minidisks, as well as 
database, log, and control files.

Oracle Corporation recommends making a backup copy of the database, DBA, 
and User minidisks before migrating to a new version or applying maintenance.  
You can make an image copy with a utility such as DDR or VMBACKUP.

Making a backup of the database is particularly important prior to migrating 
your Oracle database to a later version.  After Oracle8 for VM software has been 
installed and the database has been opened under the new version, the 
database cannot be used with a previous software version unless you first 
restore the database from a backup taken from that previous version. 

6. If your SYSTEM tablespace has less than 5000 4k blocks available, then warm 
start the database and add a data file to the SYSTEM tablespace containing at 
least that much space.

7. If you have a user in your database named MIGRATE, then you must warm 
start your database, export that user’s objects, and drop that user.  After the 
migration, you can add and import the user named MIGRATE.

8. If you are using archiving, you can optionally take the database out of 
ARCHIVELOG mode and switch to NOARCHIVELOG mode.  The migration 
step creates a large amount of redo log entries.
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9. Review the disk requirements for the DBA userid as described in Chapter 3, 
"System Requirements", and adjust as needed. 

For the purposes of migration you should ensure that the DBA's USER minidisk 
has at least 10,000 4k blocks of free space, and that the DBA minidisk has at 
least 6,000 4k blocks of free space.  This might require that you enlarge the disks 
beyond the recommended minimum sizes.  If so, you can reduce them again 
after the migration has been completed.

10. Save a copy of your PROFILE EXECs on the User and DBA minidisks as well as 
a copy of PROLOG EXEC and TNSNAMES ORA, if you have existing ones.  
These files are replaced by those on the tape.

11. Disable any scheduled jobs by setting JOB_QUEUE_PROCESSES=0 in the 
instance ORAINIT file.

12. Disable any snapshot / replication services by setting 
SNAPSHOT_REFRESH_PROCESSES=0 in the instance ORAINIT file.

Migration Steps
Use the migration utility to migrate Oracle Version 7 to Version 8.  For more 
information about the migration utility, refer to Oracle8 Migration.

1. Oracle Corporation recommends that you spool your console before beginning 
the migration process.  Spool your console now.

2. Increase the size of your virtual machine so that it has at least 16M of virtual 
storage.  Use the following commands to define 16M of virtual storage:

DEFINE STORAGE 16M
IPL CMS

3. Attach a tape drive to the DBA userid.  Use the following privileged CP 
command to attach a tape drive to a userid at address 181:

ATTACH cuu TO userid  AS 181

where:

4. Mount the tape on the tape drive.

cuu is the real tape drive address.

userid is the userid installing Oracle.
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5. Make sure the DBA minidisk is accessed as C, then issue:

TAPE FSF 1
TAPE LOAD * * C

The following files are loaded:

ORA8MIG EXEC

MIGRATE MODULE

MIGRATE BSQ

RDBMS MIGUS

KUMCFPWD EXEC

ORA8NLS LOADLIB

ORM8US LOADLIB
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6. Enter the following command:

ORA8MIG instance_name

The ORA8MIG EXEC performs the following checks and actions:

■ ensures that you supplied an instance name

■ ensures that a tape drive is attached

■ ensures that virtual storage is 16M

■ confirms that an ORADBA file exists and that you are running in two-task 
mode

■ confirms that an ORAINIT file exists and gets the location and passwords to 
your control files

■ checks if the instance is currently running.  If it is, it asks you if you want to 
continue.  Responding YES warm starts the database.

■ sets LDRTBLS to 55

■ performs multiple database shutdowns and startups

■ loads the Oracle for VM Version 8 files to the User and DBA minidisks

■ updates your ORAINIT parameter file, including adding new Version 8 
parameters and deleting obsolete Version 7 parameters

Ensure that this ORA8MIG step (step 6) has been completed successfully before 
proceeding to the next step. 

7. Detach the tape drive with the following command:

DETACH 181

8. Use the RUNDBA command to save the Oracle segments.  Refer to the Oracle8 
Enterprise Edition System Administration Guide for VM for more information on 
configuring and saving the Oracle segments. 

9. This installation loads a PROFILE USEREXEC and PROFILE DBAEXEC.  
Rename their filetype to EXEC.  Ensure that you either put all of your 
customizations into a PROLOG file or that you reenter any links (such as links 
to TCP/IP or to IBM C) into the new PROFILE EXEC.
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10. Define storage to be 16M as shown in Step 2 on page 5-4, and enter the 
command:

ORA8MIG2 instance_name

The ORA8MIG2 EXEC completes the conversion by using the SVRMGRL utility 
to perform the following actions:

CONNECT INTERNAL
STARTUP PFILE=instance_name .ORAINIT FORCE NOMOUNT;
ALTER DATABASE CONVERT;
ALTER DATABASE OPEN RESETLOGS;

This EXEC then upgrades the version 8 data dictionary to release 8.0.6 by 
running the CAT8000.SQL script.  The dictionary upgrade also drops the 
MIGRATE user by issuing the SQL statement DROP USER MIGRATE 
CASCADE.

Ensure that this ORA8MIG2 step (step 10) has been completed successfully 
before proceeding. 

   

Note: If the "ALTER DATABASE CONVERT" fails, it will be 
necessary to restore all software and database files to the backup 
taken in the "Pre-Migration Steps" in Step 5 "Make a backup copy 
of the entire database, DBA, and User minidisks, as well as 
database, log, and control files." on page 5-3 and to re-save the 
shared segments.
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Post-Migration Steps
Perform the following post-migration steps:

1. Back up the entire Oracle database, including the DBA and User minidisks, and 
the database, log, and control files.

2. Test the new Oracle for VM Version 8 database and compare it with the results 
from your Version 7 database.

3. Login to SQL*Plus and use the SQL*Plus GRANT CONNECT command to 
change the SYS and SYSTEM passwords to a non-default value:

SQLPLUS dba_userid / password
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYSTEM IDENTIFIED BY desired_password ;
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYS IDENTIFIED BY desired_password ;
SQL> EXIT;

4. The migration process creates a cleanup EXEC that can be used to remove 
unwanted version 7 files from the USER and DBA minidisks.  If you decide to 
remove old version 7 files, you can review (and change as required) the 
ORA8CLN EXEC on the DBA minidisk.  When you are ready, use the following 
command to run the cleanup:

ORA8CLN CLEAN

5. The installation and migration process is complete.  Review the post-installation 
steps described in Chapter 7, "Post-Installation", and complete the steps 
relevant to your site.
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Customizing the Installation

This chapter describes the new custom installation and product definition facility 
which allows you to customize the installation of Oracle8 for VM products and to 
dynamically select product versions at runtime.  The following topics are covered in 
this chapter:

Selecting Components for Shared Segments on page 6-2

Customizing Shared Segments on page 6-3

Creating a Site-Specific Minidisk on page 6-4
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Selecting Components for Shared Segments
Oracle for VM provides the ability to tailor your installation’s shared segments for 
optimal use of storage.  Oracle for VM provides you with a range of possible 
segment setups.  You can decide to have all sharable Oracle product components 
saved in shared segments, you can decide not to save any sharable Oracle 
components in shared segments, or you can save some components as shared but 
not others.

If you decide not to save sharable product components in a shared segment, the 
components are loaded by the ORA8RUN utility at runtime from LOADLIB. 

You can decide to have some sharable product components saved in a shared 
segment and others not saved in a shared segment.  The following section describes 
some of the customization options in more detail along with some considerations 
and recommendations for the DBA.

Considerations
You might want to consider not saving particular components in a shared segment 
if they are not used by multiple users simultaneously.  There is a performance 
advantage to running Oracle components out of a shared segment only if many 
users are running the same code at the same time.

Therefore, if you have Pro*REXX applications that are run occasionally, or only by a 
few users, you might wish to run them directly from LOADLIB.
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Customizing Shared Segments
This section briefly describes the steps required to customize your shared segments.  
For more information about the customization steps that are listed here, refer to the 
installation steps described in Chapter 4, "Installation".  Depending on your user 
requirements, you can define one or more segments that contain various products 
and libraries.

Step 1: Determine Your Installation Requirements
Determine which products you want to install in a segment and whether to use 
overlapping segments.  Determine which product components your users will run 
frequently and simultaneously.  If only a few users run a given component, there is 
no reason to save the component in a shared segment.  The product component can 
be loaded in non-shared mode from LOADLIB at runtime.

You might also want to consider the size requirements of the product components 
that you are considering for placement in a segment. 

Step 2: Update the ORADBA File
Modify the default UTL1 segment definition, or add definitions for additional 
segments UTL2, UTL3,...UTL9 as required.

Step 3: Define the DCSSs to the System
If you are creating new shared segments, then they must be defined to the system.  
Your VM system programmer might need to be involved in this step.

Step 4: Save the Oracle Products in the DCSSs
Refer to Chapter 4 for more information on saving the Oracle products in the 
DCSSs.

Step 5: COLDSTART or WARMSTART the Instance
Perform a COLDSTART or WARMSTART of the instance.  Refer to Chapter 4 for 
more information on COLDSTART and WARMSTART.
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Creating a Site-Specific Minidisk
This section provides examples of how to set up a site-specific minidisk 
implementation for:

■ a new installation

■ upgrading an existing installation

This information supplements the site-specific minidisk installation information in 
Chapter 4.

Your MDISK statement in the CP User Directory for the DBA userid should be 
similar to those in the following example.
   

MDISK 291 3390 1155 200 VMPACK MR R291 W291 M291
MDISK 293 3390  611  85 VMPACK MR R293 W293 M293
MDISK 294 3390 1000  10 VMPACK MR R294 W294 M294

This example is made with the assumption that the 291 minidisk is the User 
minidisk, the 293 is the DBA minidisk, and the 294 is the IVP minidisk.  However, 
you might have special SQL scripts, EXECs, or tailored files that you want to keep 
on a separate minidisk.  The following are two examples of how you can implement 
this new minidisk that is specific to your site.

Note: The MDISK statements for the Control, Log, and Data files 
are not included in any of these examples.  They are unaffected by 
the implementation of a site-specific minidisk.
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New Installation
If you are installing Oracle8 for VM for the first time on your system and decide 
that you need a site-specific minidisk, then the CP User Directory for the install 
(DBA) userid might have MDISK statements similar to the following example:

MDISK 191 3390 0600 3 VMPACK MR R191 W191 M191 (a work Disk)
MDISK 291 3390 1155 200 VMPACK MR R291 W291 M291 (User Minidisk)
MDISK 293 3390 0611 85 VMPACK MR R293 W293 M293 (DBA Minidisk)
MDISK 294 3390 1000 10 VMPACK MR R294 W294 M294 (IVP Minidisk)
MDISK 391 3390 0500 10 VMPACK MR R391 W391 M391 (Site Minidisk)

This example is used with the assumption that the 191 minidisk is the work 
minidisk for your installation, the 291 is the User minidisk, the 293 is the DBA 
minidisk, the 294 is the IVP minidisk, and the 391 is your site minidisk.

In addition, you need a PROFILE EXEC on the 191 (site) minidisk that accesses the 
291, 293, 294, and 391 minidisks at the desired filemodes.

If servers need information contained on a site-specific minidisk, then the 
appropriate access command to the servers PROFILE EXEC can be in the 
191 PROFILE EXEC.  For example:

ACCESS 291 B
ACCESS 293 C
ACCESS 294 E
ACCESS 391 F

Finally, your users need the appropriate links to the 391 minidisk (the site minidisk) 
and the 291 minidisk (the User minidisk).

Check that your users access the site minidisk higher in the search order than the 
user minidisk.  If they do not, scripts and EXECs are used from the User minidisk 
rather than the Site minidisk.  For our example instance (TST1) the PROFILE EXEC 
command are:

LINK TST1 391 391 RR (your site minidisk)
ACCESS 391 B
LINK TST1 291 491 RR (the Oracle User minidisk)
ACCESS 491 C
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Existing Installation
If you have installed Oracle for VM and are upgrading the instance, then you might 
want to add a site-specific minidisk.  If your User minidisk is the 191 disk, your 
DBA minidisk is the 193 disk, and your IVP minidisk is the 194 disk, then add 
another minidisk at the desired cuu  and copy your site-specific files to it.

Check that your users access the site minidisk higher in the search order than the 
user minidisk.  If they do not, then scripts and EXECs are used from the User 
minidisk rather than the Site minidisk.  Assuming that the cuu  of your site minidisk 
is 391, the PROFILE EXEC commands are as follows:

LINK TST1 391 391 RR (your site minidisk)
ACCESS 391 B
LINK TST1 191 491 RR (the Oracle User minidisk)
ACCESS 491 C
   

Note: You are responsible for moving and creating the files that 
are unique to your installation on the Site minidisk.  Oracle for VM 
does not move, erase, create, or copy any files for you.  The only 
instance configuration file that can be placed on the Site minidisk is 
the optional ORAUSER file.
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Post-Installation

This chapter describes how to perform post-installation for Oracle8 for VM.  
Although theses steps are optional, they are recommended by Oracle Corporation. 

 The following topics are included:

Change the DBA Passwords on page 7-2

Change the User and Site Profiles for SQL*Plus on page 7-2

Backup the Database on page 7-2

Enroll New Users on page 7-3

Grant Users Access to the Database on page 7-3

Create a Connect Profile to Display Information on page 7-4
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Change the DBA Passwords
If you are going to run the IVP, be sure to do so before completing this step.  The 
IVP is made with the assumption that the SYS and SYSTEM passwords are the 
defaults CHANGE_ON_INSTALL and MANAGER.

Once the installation is complete, Oracle Corporation highly recommends changing 
SYS and SYSTEM userid passwords.  To change these passwords, use the 
commands shown:

SQLPLUS dba_userid / password
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYSTEM IDENTIFIED BY new_password ;
SQL> GRANT CONNECT TO SYS IDENTIFIED BY new_password ;
SQL> CONNECT SYSTEM/new_password;

In this example, substitute the actual new password for the string new_password .

Change the User and Site Profiles for SQL*Plus
The LOGIN.SQL and GLOGIN.SQL files are optional files that can be used to define 
initial SQL*Plus settings.  The LOGIN.SQL file, also referred to as the User Profile, 
defines SQL*Plus settings for a particular user at logon.  All users can have their 
own copies of LOGIN.SQL.  The GLOGIN.SQL file, also referred to as the Site 
Profile, defines SQL*Plus settings for all users who access the GLOGIN.SQL file.  
Settings in the LOGIN.SQL file override corresponding settings in the 
GLOGIN.SQL file.

The first time you log on to SQL*Plus you might see an informational message that 
the LOGIN.SQL command file was not executed.  Ignore this message.  For 
additional information about the LOGIN.SQL and GLOGIN.SQL files, refer to the 
Oracle7 User’s Guide for VM and the Oracle8 SQL Reference.

Backup the Database
As a precaution, use the RUNDBA command SHUTDOWN option to shutdown 
Oracle, and then backup the Database minidisks using DDR.  Having a DDR 
backup of the database ensures that you can return to a fully installed system if 
necessary, without having to repeat all of the installation steps.
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Enroll New Users
Complete the following steps for each VM user who needs access to the running 
database system:

1. Adjust virtual machine storage, if necessary.

For a description of how to adjust an end-user’s virtual machine storage size, 
refer to the Oracle7 User’s Guide for VM.

2. Adjust the PROFILE EXEC to add settings required by Oracle, if necessary.

For a description of how to modify an end-user’s PROFILE EXEC, refer to the 
Oracle7 User’s Guide for VM.

3. Assign an Oracle user name and password to grant users access to the database.

Use the Oracle userid SYSTEM to create an ORACLE userid.  Use this userid to 
grant users access to the database. Use the SQL*Plus GRANT DBA command, 
as shown in the section "Grant Users Access to the Database" on page 7-3.  For 
more information about the SQL*Plus GRANT command, refer to the Oracle8 
SQL Reference.

Grant Users Access to the Database
Roles are named groups of related privileges that are granted to users or other roles.  
For more information on how to grant privileges and roles, refer to Oracle8 Server 
Concepts.

The DBA must enroll each Oracle user in the database and grant each of them 
minimal authorities.  The following forms of  SQL statement can be used:

SQL> CREATE USER userid  IDENTIFIED BY password
SQL> GRANT CONNECT, RESOURCE TO userid

The userid  can be tied to the VM userid  by using the OPS$ automatic login 
feature.  A userid  using the OPS$ automatic login feature can be created using 
SQL statements of the following form:

SQL> CREATE USER OPS$userid  IDENTIFIED EXTERNALLY
SQL> GRANT CONNECT, RESOURCE TO OPS$userid

For additional information about granting users access to the database, such as the 
different types of database privileges, refer to Oracle8 Server Concepts.
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Create a Connect Profile to Display Information
The connection profile has a misleading name.  A more accurate name would be 
process start exit.  If the  connection profile is specified in the ORADBA file as:

CONNECTEXEC exec_name

then as each Oracle8 process is started, the EXEC with the name specified is called.  
You must create the file exec_name  EXEC.  You can start by copying and renaming 
the sample file GOLDCONN EXEC.  Modify the EXEC to perform any function that 
your site requires.
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Net8

This chapter provides the information you need to configure Net8 for Oracle8 
for VM.  The following topics are included:

Net8 IBM TCP/IP Protocol on page 8-2

TCP/IP Protocol System Requirements on page 8-3

Accessing the IBM TCP/IP Definitions on page 8-8

VM TCP/IP Related Commands on page 8-8

NETSTAT Utility on page 8-10

Net8 IUCV Protocol on page 8-12
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Net8 IBM TCP/IP Protocol
Net8 IBM TCP/IP Protocol
The system and VM-specific changes that are required to make this protocol 
operational under VM are:

■ specifying the TCP/IP communications virtual machine

■ using the TNSNAMES ORA file to specify connect string information

■ accessing the IBM TCP/IP definitions

Overview of TCP/IP
TCP/IP, like other communications protocols, is a set of rules used to exchange 
information between computers.  TCP/IP is a family of related protocols which 
derives its name from two main components: the Transmission Control Protocol 
(TCP) and the Internet Protocol (IP).  The IP component dispatches information 
around the network, while the TCP component assures information accuracy.

TCP/IP is a publicly developed, non-proprietary protocol.  The TCP/IP standard 
has been embraced by a wide variety of hardware and software vendors and is 
widely used for linking equipment supplied by different vendors.

The TCP/IP protocol has the following benefits:

■ TCP/IP offers high-speed data transmission over an Ethernet network.

■ TCP/IP specifications are complete and available now.

■ TCP/IP contains provisions for most network events, including data errors, 
security, and line failure.

■ TCP/IP call level interface is consistent across hardware systems, making it one 
of the most portable available.  Further, it is commonly used in heterogeneous 
computing environments so different CPUs can communicate using it.

Net8 TCP/IP protocol drivers are available for almost all platforms that support the 
Oracle server.  Most computers, including VM, can act as both a server and a client.
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TCP/IP Protocol System Requirements
The Net8 IBM TCP/IP protocol requires the IBM TCP/IP for VM program product 
(5798-FAL) Release 2.0 or higher.

Specifying the TCP/IP Communications Virtual Machine
The IBM TCP/IP program uses a continuously running virtual machine to provide 
communications services within a VM system.  Oracle clients, servers, and the 
Network Master machine all must know the name of the TCP/IP communication 
virtual machine.

TCPIP is the default name used by all Oracle for VM programs.  If a non-default 
TCP/IP virtual machine name is used, then that name must be supplied to all 
Oracle for VM clients, servers, and the Network Master machine from the ORADBA 
file in the format:

TCPIBM ROUTER router -name

where router-name  is the name of the TCP/IP virtual machine.  For default or 
non-default TCP/IP virtual machine name, the START TCPIBM command is always 
needed in the ORAMAST file in the format:

START TCPIBM router-name  port

where

router-name is the name of the TCP/IP virtual machine

port is the port number that the MST background process listens 
on to receive inbound communications.
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Modifying the TNSNAMES ORA File
Net8 uses connect descriptors to request a connection with another application in 
the remote network.  Connect descriptors are maintained in a file named 
TNSNAMES ORA.  The distribution tape contains a sample file named TNSNAMES 
ORANEW.  If you are creating your first TNSNAMES ORA file, you can copy and 
rename TNSNAMES ORANEW.

The TNSNAMES ORA file is composed of one or more alias entries that define 
connect descriptors.  The file can contain multiple connect descriptors.  When 
connect descriptors are defined, users can specify the alias name instead of the full 
connect string syntax.  The Net8 alias is specified at login time, regardless of 
whether the application is user-written or an Oracle product.  The Net8 alias is 
appended to the userid/password and uses the "commercial at" sign (@) as a 
separator:

application userid/password@alias

where:

A complete discussion of Net8 connect descriptors and the required and optional 
keywords they support is available in Understanding Net8.

application is the user-written or Oracle application.

userid is an Oracle userid on the database server.

password is the corresponding password for userid.

@ denotes the beginning of the Net8 connect string.

alias is an alias entered in the TNSNAMES ORA file that identifies 
the connect descriptor for the database server to which you 
want to connect. Note that connect descriptors and the 
TNSNAMES ORA file must be implemented before the alias is 
used. Otherwise, you must enter the entire connect descriptor 
instead of the alias.
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TCP/IP Alias Configuration
A connect descriptor for the Net8 IBM TCP/IP protocol has the following syntax:

alias = (DESCRIPTION=
            (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL= protocol )
                     (PORT= portnumber )
                     (HOST= hostname )
            )
            (CONNECT_DATA=(SID= dbname)
                          (ACCOUNTID= acct_id )
                          (ACCOUNTPW= acct_auth )
                          (SRVGROUP= groupname )
            )
       )

where:

alias is the unique name you assign to this connect descriptor.  
Note that alias names are case sensitive on most platforms.  
We recommend that you use all lowercase letters for your 
alias names.

protocol is the network protocol being used.  TCP designates the 
TCP/IP protocol.

portnumber is the port number on which the Network Master machine 
(NMST) on VM (or the NMST functional equivalent on other 
systems) is listening.

hostname is the name of the host computer.  This name must be the 
same name designated for this computer in TCP/IP.

SID= is an unused parameter and is ignored when VM is the target 
system.  However, the keyword is required for compatibility 
purposes.

dbname is the Oracle system ID of the database server.

ACCOUNTID= is an optional argument.  It is required only when Net8 
TCP/IP accounting support is requested.

acct_id is the user’s accounting ID and must match the acct_id  
parameter of the ACCOUNT command in the ORAMAST file.
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ACCOUNTPW= is an optional argument.  It is required only when Net8 
TCP/IP accounting support is requested.

acct_auth is used to validate acct_id .  It must match the acct_auth  
parameter of the ACCOUNT command in the ORAMAST file.

SRVGROUP is an optional argument that specifies the name of the server 
group to be used for the requested connection.

groupname is the name of the server group to be changed.
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TCP/IP Alias Examples
Based on this syntax, a connect descriptor used by VM as a client connecting to a 
remote UNIX database might use the following syntax:

to_unix = (DESCRIPTION=
                (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)
                         (PORT=1525)
                         (HOST=hqunix)
                )
                (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=v7prod)
                )
          )

VM as a client connecting to a remote VM database might use the following syntax:

to_vm1 = (DESCRIPTION=
               (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)
                        (PORT=1234)
                        (HOST=hqcms)
               )
               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=gold)
               )
         )

to_vm2 = (DESCRIPTION=
               (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)
                        (PORT=1234)
                        (HOST=139.185.10.9)
               )
               (CONNECT_DATA=(SID=gold)
                             (ACCOUNTID=swhite)
                             (ACCOUNTPW=prince)
               )
         )
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Accessing the IBM TCP/IP Definitions
In order to use the IBM TCP/IP protocol, Oracle8 client and server processes must 
have access to the TCP/IP definitions file, TCPIP DATA.  This is most commonly 
accomplished by including an ACCESS command in the PROFILE EXEC for clients 
and servers using Oracle8.

VM TCP/IP Related Commands

VM TCP/IP Related Network Master Machine (ORAMAST) 
Commands

Two commands are needed to use the Network Master Machine: START and STOP.  
The NETSTAT utility is also needed for determining port numbers and clearing 
phantom clients.

START Command
The START command causes the Network Master machine to initialize its 
connection to the TCP/IP virtual machine and listen for Net8 database requests on 
the indicated port.  The format is as follows:

START TCPIbm router  port

where

The START TCPIBM command must be issued after the IBM TCP/IP machine is 
started.  If it is issued before the machine is started, the command is rejected.  If the 
IBM TCP/IP machine fails or is stopped after START is issued, then the Network 
Master machine is no longer able to service TCP/IP requests, even if the IBM 
TCP/IP machine is subsequently restarted.  If the IBM TCP/IP machine is restarted 
after the START TCPIBM command is issued, then you must issue the STOP 
TCPIBM command and reissue the START TCPIBM command.

router is optional and specifies the name of the IBM TCP/IP 
communication virtual machine.  The default is TCPIP.

port is optional and specifies the port number (in decimal format 
with range 1 to 65535) on which the Network Master listens 
for Net8 requests.  This port number should correspond to the 
portnumber specified in the connect descriptor of your 
TNSNAMES ORA file.
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STOP Command
The STOP command causes the Network Master machine to:

■ stop listening for Net8 requests from TCP/IP,

■ terminate all servers currently handling TCP/IP operations, and

■ disconnect from the IBM TCP/IP virtual machine

The command format is:

STOP TCPIBM router  port

where:

router is an optional parameter that specifies the name of the IBM 
TCP/IP communication virtual machine.  The default is 
TCPIP.

port is an optional parameter that specifies the port number (in 
decimal format with range 1 to 65535) on which the Network 
Master listens for Net8 requests.  The port number specified 
by the START command should correspond to the 
portnumber specified in the connect descriptor of your 
TNSNAMES ORA file.
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NETSTAT Utility
NETSTAT is actually a utility that comes with the IBM TCP/IP product. You can use 
NETSTAT to determine port numbers.  It can also be used to clear a phantom client.  
To use NETSTAT, you must be linked to the TCPMAINT disk.

Determining Port Numbers

To determine a port number, ensure you are linked to the TCPMAINT disk and 
enter:

NETSTAT

An example of the output you might get is:

VM TCP/IP Netstat V2R2

Active Transmission Blocks
User ID   Conn   Local Socket   Foreign Socket   State
––––--––  ––––   –––––-––––––   –––––––-––––––   –-------–––
FTPSERVE  1009   *..FTP–C       *..*             Listen
SMTP      1004   *..SMTP        *..*             Listen
REXECD    1002   *..REXEC       *..*             Listen
REXECD    1003   *..RSH         *..*             Listen
INTCLIEN  1007   *..TELNET      *..*             Listen
SUP2MST   1006   *..1278        *..*             Listen
DEV0NMST  1005   *..7533        *..*             Listen
V7S6NMST  1010   *..7543        *..*             Listen
VMQA      1008   Loopback..1063 Loopback..1062   Established
DEV0S002  1011   Loopback..1062 Loopback..1063   Established

In the example above, there are multiple databases.  For each database, its own 
Network Master Machine name is listed in the first column.  The local socket is 
listed in the third column as an internet address, followed by two periods (..) and a 
port number.  For example, Network Master Machine name SUP2MST has port 
number 1278 and DEV0NMST has port number 7533.
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Freeing Phantom Users

The IBM implementation of the TCP/IP package makes it possible for a user or a 
server to become disconnected from the TCP/IP network without the knowledge of 
the server or Network Master Machine.  If this happens, the Network Master 
Machine’s QUERY ALL command shows phantom users that are connected to 
servers that appear to be hung.

One technique that can be used to eliminate the phantom users and hung servers is:

From a virtual machine that is in the IBM TCP/IP program’s OBEY list, use the 
NETSTAT command to determine the hung server’s connection number.  Then 
issue the following command to clear the connection from the TCP/IP:

NETSTAT DROP connumber

where connumber  is the hung server’s connection number, which is shown in 
the second column of the NETSTAT table.  This procedure usually clears the 
phantom client and its associated server.  Use the Network Master Machine 
FORCE command to force the server to log off.
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Net8 IUCV Protocol
By default, connections between clients and servers on the same VM/ESA system 
use the Net8 IUCV protocol.  When a client program makes a connection to an 
Oracle8 server, and a connect string or alias name is not specified, then the connect 
string that was last used in ORASET command is used.

The connect string for the Net8 IUCV protocol has the following form:

V: iname.server_group.nmst_name

where:

Connect strings for the IUCV protocol can be assigned to Net8 alias names by 
placing single lines in the TNSNAMES ORA file using the form:

alias  = V: iname.server_group.nmst_name

Examples:

TST1   = V:TST1
TST2   = V:TST2..TST2NMST
TST1G2 = V:TST1.GROUP2
LOCAL  = V:TST1

The previous version of Oracle (Oracle7), utilized a separate file (the ORAUSER file) 
to resolve information that was needed to complete an IUCV connection.   In Net8, 
the TNSNAMES file serves that purpose.

iname is the name of the instance.

server_group is the name of the server group from which a server machine 
is assigned.  This value is optional.  The default group is 
GENERIC.

nmst_name is the userid of NMST machine.  This value is optional.  The 
default is the name formed by taking the first 4 characters of 
the instance name and appending the string "NMST".
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A

National Language Support

This appendix documents the National Language Support (NLS) information 
specific to Oracle for VM.  Information about the product-specific operation of 
language-specific features is provided in the Oracle8 Application Developer's Guide.

The following topics are included:

National Language Support on page A-2

Supported Character Sets on page A-3

Message Availability on page A-4
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National Language Support
Oracle for VM currently supports 21 languages. The following table lists the 
languages supported and default territories for each.

Language Default Territory

American America

Brazilian Portuguese Brazil

Czech Czechoslovakia

Danish Denmark

Dutch Netherlands

Finnish Finland

French France

German Germany

Greek Greece

Japanese Japan

Italian Italy

Korean Korea

Hungarian Hungary

Norwegian Norway

Polish Poland

Portuguese Portugal

Russian Russia

Spanish Spain

Swedish Sweden

Slovak Czechoslovakia
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Supported Character Sets
The default client character set is WE8EBCDIC1047.  The default database character 
set is also WE8EBCDIC1047, but the actual database character set is determined 
when the database is created.  When the client and database character sets differ, the 
CPU overhead increases.  If you set NLS_LANG so that the client and database 
character sets match, the CPU overhead decreases.

The following character sets are supported in this release:

Character Set Support

AR8EBCDICX XBASIC Code Page 420 8-bit Arabic

CL8EBCDIC1025 EBCDIC Code Page 1025/1 8-bit Russian

D8EBCDIC273 EBCDIC Code Page 273/1 8-bit Austrian /German

DK8EBCDIC277 EBCDIC Code Page 277/1 8-bit Danish

EE8EBCDIC870 EBCDIC Code Page 870/1 8-bit Hungarian/ Czech/Slovak

EL8EBCDIC875 EBCDIC Code Page 875 8-bit Greek

F8EBCDIC297 EBCDIC Code Page 297 French

DK8EBCDIC37 Danish sort EBCDIC Code Page 37 West European

DK8EBCDIC500 Danish sort EBCDIC Code Page 500 West European

I8EBCDIC280 EBCDIC Code Page 280/1 8-bit Italian

JA16DBCS EBCDIC DBCS Code Page 16-bit Japanese

KO16DBCS EBCDIC DBCS Code Page 16-bit Korean

S8EBCDIC278 EBCDIC Code Page 278 Swedish sort West European

TH8TISEBCDIC EBCDIC Code Page 838 Thai

N8EBCDIC37 Norwegian sort EBCDIC Code Page 37 West European

N8EBCDIC500 Norwegian sort EBCDIC Code Page 500 West European

S8EBCDIC37 Swedish sort EBCDIC Code Page 37 West European

S8EBCDIC500 Swedish sort EBCDIC Code Page 500 West European

SF8EBCDIC37 Finnish sort EBCDIC Code Page 37 West European

SF8EBCDIC500 Finnish sort EBCDIC Code Page 500 West European

WE8EBCDIC37 EBCDIC Code Page 37 8-bit West European
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Message Availability
   

Message Availability
Availability of the supported language message modules is dependent on which 
modules are installed in the Oracle for VM product set.  If you do not have message 
modules for a particular language set installed, specifying that language with a 
language parameter has no effect.

WE8EBCDIC37C EBCDIC Code Page 37 8-bit West European with extensions

WE8EBCDIC500 EBCDIC Code Page 500 8-bit West European

WE8EBCDIC500C EBCDIC Code Page 500 8-bit West European with extensions

WE8EBCDIC1047 EBCDIC Code Page 1047 Latin 1/Open Systems

Note: The default character set for a database is WE8EBCDIC1047, 
which is used when CHARACTER SET is not specified on the 
CREATE DATABASE command during a cold start.

Character Set Support
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STOP
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exit parameters, specified in the ORADBA 

file, 4-20

F
file

generating instance files from sample files, 4-16
ORADBA, DBA parameter file, 2-12
ORAINIT, database parameter file, 2-13
ORAMAST, Network Master machine parameter 

file, 2-13
parameter files defined, 2-12

G
general instance parameters, 4-17
GOLD

copy GOLD files for new instance, 4-3
DBA userid in samples, 2-8, 4-2
GOLD DIRECT file contents, 4-28
GOLDCONN EXEC sample file, 7-4
instance parameter files, 2-12
sample instance name, 4-2

GRANT CONNECT command
OPS$, 7-3
roles, 7-3
SYS and SYSTEM passwords, 4-38, 5-8, 7-2

I
Installation Verification Program (IVP)

running the IVP, 4-37
instance definition files, 4-16
IUCV protocol, 8-12

K
keyword parameters in the ORADBA file, 4-17

M
minidisk

access requirements, 2-13
DBA minidisk requirements, 4-7

defining for Control, Log, and Data files, 4-33
location of log and data file minidisks, 4-34
recommended minidisk sizes, 3-5

N
Net8

IUCV protocol, 8-12
TCP/IP Protocol, 8-2
using Net8 with your instance, 4-40

NETSTAT utility for IBM TCP/IP, 8-10
NLS

supported character sets, A-3
supported languages, A-2

O
ORADBA file

defined, 2-12
authorizing a DBA, 4-21
connection profile, 7-4
defining a background process userid, 4-21
defining an instance, 4-16
keyword parameters, 4-17
specifying exits, 4-20

cdefined, 2-13
ORAINIT file

defining an instance, 4-16
ORAMAST file

defined, 2-13
creating or modifying, 4-32
defining an instance, 4-16

P
parallel query server

setting up the processes, 4-26
parameter files, defined, 2-12
phantom users, 8-11
Programmable Operator (PROP)

set up the PROP for your instance, 4-39
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RUNDBA command

saving Oracle segments, 5-6
SHUTDOWN option, 7-2

RUNDBA MDFORMAT command
preparing minidisks, 4-15

S
sample file

copy all, 4-16
GOLDCONN EXEC, 7-4

security exit
specified in the ORADBA file, 4-20

segment
architecture changes, Common shared 

segment, 1-4
customizing shared segments, 6-2
generating shared segments, 4-31
required shared segments, 4-23
rollback segments in SGA, 2-6
saving Oracle segments with RUNDBA 

command, 5-6
SGA shared segment, 2-6
shared code and utility segments, 2-7
shared segments in Oracle instance, 2-10

SFS
candidates for SFS, 3-2

SQL*Plus
GRANT CONNECT command, 5-8

START command
using Net8, 4-40
using TCP/IP, 8-8

STOP command
using TCP/IP, 8-9

storage measurements, xii
SVRMGR

commands to load system data, 4-36

T
tape

attach a tape drive to the DBA userid, 4-13, 5-4
CMS TAPE command, 4-13
distribution kit for Oracle8 for VM, 3-8
major components and utilities included on 

tape, 1-2
pre-installation, loading the tape, 4-13
Release 8.0.6 base tape, 2-2
tape drive, hardware requirement, 3-2

tasks to perform in a typical first-time 
installation, 4-4

TCPIP DATA, definitions file, 8-8
TCP/IP Protocol

Net8, 8-2

V
VMBACKUP utility, 5-3
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